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1

Executive Summary

This document is the second version (D3.2B) of a series of four deliverables called “KPI Visualisation System and
Interfaces Implementation and Deployment” which aim to describe the work done under the scope of tasks
T3.2-T3.5 of WP3. These tasks use deliverable D3.1 “KPI visualisation system specifications and design” as a
base for the specifications and architecture design. They focus on the implementation of the KPI Visualisation
System with all its integration points for collecting data, the deployment architecture as well as the evaluation
plan for updating and improving the overall platform. This deliverable series (D3.2x) intends to document the
aforementioned processes both for documentation purposes but also for use as a technical handbook during
the actual integrations with the various 3rd parties as it will contain all the integration details agreed between
the relevant parties.
The implementation details captured here are based on the architecture design described in D3.1 and the
discussions between the WP3 partners responsible for the integration points of the KPI Visualisation System
with the twenty use cases owners, the three 5G facilities, the standalone 5G nodes and the CDSO.
Based on the architecture design presented in D3.1, this deliverable describes in detail the various components
that compose the KPI VS, including their role in its overall operation, the leveraged technologies and the
various data flows within. The current design and implementation of the KPI-VS includes:






Data Collector Module - module responsible for collecting and parsing data from all of the use case
applications and the underlying 5G facilities. It is also responsible for handling the integration with the
CDSO for notification events;
Business REST API Module - module utilized as a data API by the KPI VS portal for retrieving the
required data in the appropriate format;
KPI Visualisation Portal Module – user interface module for visualizing the KPIs;
Database Module - incorporating the database design, implementation and configuration;
Analytics Engine – the analytics engine for running the necessary algorithms that provide important
insights related to the application and network KPIs collected

Regarding the integration points, the status is the following:






On application level, the integration is complete and tested with UC1.1, UC1.2, UC2.1 (test case 3),
UC2.2 (test case 3), UC3.4, UC4.1, UC 4.3, UC 4.4 and UC 4.6. The integrations with UC2.1 (test case 1),
UC2.3 (test case 3) and UC4.5 have been implemented and are planned for Cycle 2. For the remaining
UCs, the integration flow is currently under design/implementation.
On network level, the integration with the 5G VINNI Norway site is complete (the KPIs to be retrieved
are still to be defined) but is pending to be tested end-to-end, the integration with 5G EVE and 5G
VINNI Patras is complete and tested. Regarding the standalone 5G nodes, integration with the instance
used for UC3.4 has been completed whereas the remaining standalone instances are pending
integration for the next cycle;
The integration with the CDSO has been implemented and tested.

In a matter of deployment, based on the deployment architecture, the infrastructure has been setup within a
private cloud. The deployment architecture covering all the aforementioned modules has been setup and the
on-boarding along with the CI/CD pipelines for all of the components has been concluded.
As this is the second drop of the D3.2 deliverable, it includes information related to the lifecycles of the KPI
Visualisation System up to the present time. The basis on which the integration and visualisation flows is built is
complete and the modular structure will allow for easy and fast on-boarding of the remaining use cases once
they are ready to integrate. During the following months, the primary focus will be towards the on-boarding of
the remaining use cases for Cycle 2 and test the integration with the remaining 5G VINNI Norway facility. In the
meantime, feedback coming in from the Living Labs will in analysed and incorporated if found useful.
© 5G Solutions, 2021
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2 Introduction
The aim of this deliverable is to describe the entire process of the implementation, integration and deployment
of the KPI Visualisation System in the cloud. The process is based on the design of the KPI Visualisation System
provided in the D3.1 deliverable “KPI Visualisation System and Design”. D3.2 includes details on the low-level
design and implementation of the core modules, the various integration points, the deployment architecture
and the testing procedure planned.
There are four drops of this deliverable due on M12, M28, M33 and M40 of the project with each one being a
continuation of the previous version, therefore including all the updates designed and applied during the
period between each of the drops. This second drop coincides with the conclusion of cycle 1 whereas the
remaining versions of this document also coincide with the end of the remaining two test cycles planned for
5G-SOLUTIONS. Therefore, each drop will include the updates of the KPI Visualisation System with respect to
the beginning of the cycle. Each drop depicts the current status of the KPI Visualisation System implementation
process.
Initially, this version was submitted on time in M20 (01/2021). As the Cycle 1 trial period was extended, it was
requested by the reviewers to also resubmit this version after Cycle 1 in order to incorporate all changes done
during the extension period.
Once the final version is complete (M40) the reader will be able to:





Understand the low-level architecture of the KPI Visualisation System and it’s comprising components;
Identify all the integration points on the KPI Visualisation System with the 5G facilities, the vertical
applications and the CDSO. From a technical perspective, this will also include all the details necessary
for an engineer to integrate their system with the visualisation system;
Understand the deployment flow of the various components of the KPI Visualisation System and the
underlying infrastructure;
View the evaluation and testing process of the KPI Visualisation System and how feedback was
incorporated into the design and implementation.

2.1 Mapping Projects’ Outputs
The purpose of this section is to map 5G-SOLUTIONS Grant Agreement commitments, both within the formal
Deliverable and Task description, against the project’s respective outputs and work performed.
Table 1: Adherence to 5G-SOLUTIONS GA Deliverable & Tasks Descriptions

5G-SOLUTIONS Task

Task 3.2 - KPI
visualisation
system
components
development,
real-time
collection and
analysis
of
data
feeds,
and privacy
© 5G Solutions, 2021

Based on the detailed low-level design
provided in deliverable D3.1, this task will
focus on the development of all software
components comprising the KPI visualisation
system.
This involves the functionality from the data
collectors, the data parsers, the KPI
calculations based on the developed deep
learning algorithms and machine learning
optimization to enable real-time graph data

Respective
Document
Chapter(s)

Section 3

Justification

This section describes the
modules
designed
and
implemented to comprise
the KPI Visualisation System.
Reference has been made
on the machine learning
based analytics and the
algorithms intended to be
covered. The privacy aspects
covering the KPI VS are also
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aspects

presentation, and the web-based graphical
front-end visualisation environment for each
of the metric parameters to be validated
per use case scenario.

mentioned in section 3.4

The data collected from disparate feeds
through the ICT-17 measurement portals will
be analyzed using cognitive machine learning
techniques, including open and linked data,
ad-hoc data querying, filtering and retrieval,
supporting SQL/MongoDB type of querying
and or graphical queries, creation of data
displays, master data management support,
metadata integration, access and retrieval.
Define entities for specific KPIs to drive
optimization against reference values. Define
computational components and algorithms,
selecting, configuring and extending existing
libraries in R and Python.
Special care will be given to the security
measures applied for data protection along
with all privacy aspects that need to be taken
care of such as data anonymization, data
encryption, storage of sensitive data, etc.
Produce the KPI visualisation system
technical documentation containing detailed
guides to allow successful service delivery,
indicating necessary physical requirements,
minimum hardware, software and guidelines
of use from both, tool and technical service
interface, where the consortium will pay
special attention to create substantial and
clear documentation to allow end-users from
LLs to make use of the system.
The aim of this task is to define and design the
following APIs which will be developed based
on open standards:
Measurement portal intent-based REST API to
enable the interfacing with the online
Task 3.3 - APIs
measurement platforms of ICT-17 facilities.
and interfaces
REST APIs enable software developers to Section 4
design
&
define API calls with a high granularity, which
development
simplifies the logic required to provision
complex
services,
thus
providing
interoperability between online software
systems. By using stateless protocols, such as
HTTP/HTTPS and standard operations, REST
APIs have fast performance, reliability, and
© 5G Solutions, 2021

This section describes all the
integration points of the KPI
VS towards the 5G facilities,
the vertical applications and
the CDSO. It includes
information on the data
format of the integration
along with UML diagrams
that give a clear insight in
the integration flow. There
is also reference to the
integration with the CDSO
that is required for receiving
information related to the
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the ability to scale, by re-using components
that can be managed and updated without
affecting the system as a whole, even in its
runtime mode. Such APIs will support only
secure connections with authentication.

use case lifecycle.

Application-related intent-based declarative
API to enable the interfacing of new services
to the 5G interworking layer. This type of API
will describe the desired system behavior and
will meet 3rd party developers’ demand for
agile, economical end-to-end services and
application delivery through 5G, by delivering
benefits including ease of use, automation of
complex logic, portability, multi-vendor
interoperability, scalability, etc.
For these API types, a definition and technical
specifications will be provided including their
low-level design, all of which will be
documented in deliverable D3.2A-D. Based on
the design blueprints, the software
development of the APIs will follow.

Task 3.4 Integration of
KPI
visualisation
system with
the
ICT-172018
E2E
facilities and
dry-run
interworking
tests

The key objective of this task is to describe the
procedure, to perform the integration of the
KPI
visualisation
system
with
the
measurement portals of the 5G-EVE Turin and
5G-VINNI Norway and Patra ICT-17 facilities,
as well as to perform dry-run interworking
tests to verify proper operation, functionality Section 4
and communication between them prior to
live deployment in Living Labs. The integration
will be achieved through the intent-based APIs
of the ICT-17 measurement portals and the
measurement portal APIs developed in task
T3.3.

This task is related to the
actual integration of the KPI
VS with the 5G facilities. The
APIs and the integration
flow are described in Section
4

Task 3.5 - KPI
visualisation
system
deployment
as a Service in
the cloud and
LL
driven
improvements

Create the necessary packages for containerbased system deployment as a service in the
cloud, to enable concurrency in use-case
execution, to quickly match specific LL
configurations and to easily deploy the KPI
visualisation system in the LLs, by focusing on
the following aspects: micro-service-oriented Section 5
architecture / micro-services orchestration.
Setup, configure and deploy the system in the
LL pre-trials to ensure proper operation,
concept verification and usability testing. Test
procedures description and acceptance tests
execution to verify proper functioning of all

Section 5 provides a detail
analysis of the deployment
architecture including the
technologies used and the
configuration setup. Section
6 briefly describes the LLs
testing, verification and KPI
VS evaluation process

© 5G Solutions, 2021
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developed components will also be provided.
In this task, an evaluation of the performance
capabilities of the KPI visualisation system will
be conducted after every implementation
cycle, based on the outcomes of deliverables
D4.3-D7.3 in order to perform potential
incremental improvements in the functionality
and performance of the KPI visualisation
system.
5G-SOLUTIONS Deliverable
D3.2B: KPI visualisation system and interfaces implementation and deployment
Implementation and deployment of the KPI visualisation system in the cloud (interim (v2.0) version)
including external open-standards intent-based APIs to enable their interconnection with the ICT-17
measurement portals and the verticals.

2.2 Deliverable Overview and Report Structure
This deliverable has been structured in such a way so that the reader can get a clear picture of the
implementation process of the KPI Visualisation System by covering all implementation and delivery aspects
from the architecture design, the integration points, the deployment and evaluation process. As this
deliverable evolves, it’s structure may be enriched. The sections defined in this drop are:









Chapter 2 “Introduction” introduces the reader into the document and provides a mapping between the
requirements of tasks 3.2-3.5 and deliverable 3.2 and how this information is provided within the context
of this document;
Chapter 3 “KPI Visualisation System” provides a description of the modules comprising the KPI
Visualisation System, the internal REST API for consumption by the visualisation portal, the machine
learning analytics algorithms to be utilized and the privacy aspect measures applied within the
implementation;
Chapter 4 “APIs and Interfaces Design & Development” provides a detail description of all the APIs
required for the KPI Visualisation System to acquire the necessary data. Integrations include the ICT-17 5G
facilities, the 5G private nodes, the numerous vertical applications and the Cross-Domain Service
Orchestrator (CDSO);
Chapter 5 “KPI VS Deployment as a Service in the Cloud” describes the deployment architecture of the KPI
Visualisation System, the technologies used and the setup configuration of the components;
Chapter 6 “KPI VS Service and Living Labs Pre-trials” briefly describes the Living Lab testing, verification
and KPI Visualisation System evaluation process;
Chapter 7 “Conclusions and Next Actions” summarizes the results achieved within this deliverable and
points out the next actions during the following months towards the third drop (D3.2C) of this deliverable
within the scope of the respective tasks (T3.2-T3.5).

2.3 Progress Since the First Deliverable Version
Deliverable D3.2B, due M28, is the second of the set of four deliverables of D3.2 “KPI visualisation system and
interfaces implementation and deployment”. The initial version (D3.2A) was submitted on May 2020 (M12).
During these sixteen months between the two drops, several updates/changes have been decided and

© 5G Solutions, 2021
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implemented in several aspects of the KPI VS. Updates have been included throughout the entire deliverable.
The major points are highlighted in this section.
In section 3, the descriptions of the several components have been updated along with the leveraged
technologies whereas the business module interfaces have also been enriched with additional ones mainly
coming from the on-boarding of new UCs but also for managing the test cases lifecycle. A first version of the
ML interfacing with the KPI VS is also presented in section 3.3.1.4.
In section 4, an updated, more detailed architecture diagram of the KPI VS has been added to better visualize
the various components and integration points. Due to the continuously ongoing UC on-boarding along with
the ongoing 5G facility integrations, this is the section expected to be updated the most throughout the drops
as it includes the integration interfaces with all UCs, all 5G facilities and standalone nodes along with the
integration with the CDSO for receiving UC lifecycle events. The option to control the data recording of a test
case has also been added through the VS portal (section 4.3.3).
In section 5 the reverse proxy configuration has been updated with new information whereas a new section
regarding the monitoring of the deployment architecture and its various components has been added.

© 5G Solutions, 2021
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3 KPI Visualisation System
This section will describe the modules that comprise the KPI Visualisation System including the architecture
design, the technologies used, the available interfaces segregated by functionality and finally all of the privacy
aspects that have been considered and dealt with while designing and implementing the KPI Visualisation
System. All of these modules have been designed and implemented for Cycle 1. Further enhancements will be
implemented throughout the remaining project lifetime.

3.1

KPI Visualisation System Modules

The KPI Visualization System is composed of five main components as shown in Figure 1:






The Database;
The Data Collector;
The Portal REST API;
The KPI Visualization System Portal;
The Machine Learning Analytics.

Figure 1: KPI Visualisation System Modules

This section will focus on describing these modules and providing a list of technologies leveraged to design and
implement a visualisation tool according to the business and technical requirements. A complete stack of
technologies currently used is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Technology Stack
© 5G Solutions, 2021
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3.1.1

Database Module

The choice of the appropriate database was based on the fact that the KPI VS receives different data types and
formats from the UC applications, differentiated even on an experiment level. Furthermore, the data types and
formats, corresponding to a UC, may change during the project while the database should support structured,
semi-structured and unstructured data and offer functionalities that may be useful for processing the KPI
calculations of the data received by the UCs.
Having the above in mind, the usage of a non-SQL database such as MongoDB was the best option. The
advantages of MongoDB over RDBMS (Relational Database Management System) are the following:






Number of fields, content and size of the document can differ from one document to another;
Large volumes of structured, semi-structured and unstructured data;
Replication and high availability;
Efficient integration with Kubernetes;
Dockerisation of MongoDB.

Due to the above reasons, MongoDB is an excellent choice for storing efficiently any amount of data sent to
the KPI Visualisation system and adapt easily to any future changes on the format and the size of received data.

3.1.2

Data Collector Module

The data collector component is responsible for:
a) Data collection from all the ICT-17 facilities and standalone nodes, as well as collecting the application
data from the living labs available within the scope of the project,
b) processing of the input data and persistence to the KPI VS internal database.
The data collector module includes various integration flows depending on the method preferred / used by the
UC/facility side including REST APIs, web sockets, SNMP queries, remote DB queries, etc. The complete list of
integration points is described in section 4.
There are two instances of the data collector module running. One is responsible for the integration with 5G
facilities VINNI Patras, EVE and the standalone nodes whereas the second instance is handling the integration
flows with 5G VINNI Norway and the UCs running on top of that infrastructure.
3.1.2.1

Technologies

The first instance of the data collector (responsible for 5G facilities VINNI Patras, EVE and the standalone
nodes) is a JAVA based component, while the second one (responsible for 5G VINNI Norway) is a component
implemented in .NET CORE framework. The technologies and frameworks leveraged for implementing them
are listed below:
Spring boot2: Spring boot is an open-source Java – based framework that helps developers to create easily and
efficiently stand-alone and production grade applications, called micro-services. This framework increases
productivity and reduces the development time. It provides a flexible way to configure many aspects of the
project, such as Java Beans and Database transactions. Furthermore, it embeds Tomcat or Jetty directly, thus
eliminating the need to deploy WAR3 files. Moreover, it is possible for the Spring Boot deployed jar files to be
converted into Docker images. The Spring framework has a large user community with many avenues to
support, thus making it suitable for developing real-time applications. Many components of the Spring
Framework are incorporated into the Data Collector module. These components are mentioned below:

2
3

https://spring.io/projects/spring-boot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WAR_(file_format)
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Spring Boot Security Component. This module is a powerful framework that offers customizable
authentication and authorization functionalities. It provides protection against many attacks like
clickjacking and cross site request forgery. It is the de - facto standard for securing Spring based
applications;
Spring Boot Data Mongo DB. This module offers a flexible and easy way to integrate spring boot
applications with MongoDB databases;
Spring Boot Data JPA. This library is used by the Data Collector to integrate with external relational
databases and collect the needed data;
Spring Boot WEB. This module offers an easy way to create and customize RESTful APIs;
OpenCSV. This library is used by the application in order to handle csv files.

Apache Camel4 : Apache Camel is an open-source Java integration framework that provides the necessary tools
for making the integration between systems easier. Camel provides implementations for all the widely used
Enterprise Integration Patterns. Through this framework, the connectivity between a great variety of transports
and APIs can be established in an efficient manner. The camel components used for the integration with many
of the vertical industries applications and 5G facilities are listed below:






Camel Routes. Camel supports the definition of routing rules using a Java domain specific language.
Through these rules, the integration between endpoints can be achieved;
Camel SNMP. This module is used by the Data Collector component, in order to communicate with
external components via SNMP protocol;
Camel Quartz. This component is used by the application to schedule or when triggered, the periodic
collection of data from external sources;
Camel HTTP. This component is used by the application, in order for the Data collector to perform REST
calls. Specifically, through this component, the Data Collector will perform an HTTP GET request to retrieve
information of the network service;
Camel Control Bus. This component is used by the application, in order to manage the start and stop of the
camel routes, responsible for data retrieval of the UCs’ application and network KPIs.

Microsoft .NET Core5: This is a framework utilized for the application development. .NET Core is a new version
of .NET Framework, which is a free, open-source, general-purpose development platform maintained by
Microsoft. It is a modular, lightweight, fast, and cross-platform framework that runs on Windows, macOS, and
Linux operating systems and can be used to build different types of applications such as mobile, desktop, web,
cloud, IoT, machine learning, micro-services, etc. It includes the core features that are required to run a basic
.NET Core app. The main limitation with the .NET Framework is that it only runs on the Windows platform and
needs to use different .NET APIs for different Windows devices such as Windows Desktop, Windows Store,
Windows Phone, and Web applications. As mentioned previously, .NET Core is an open-source framework
maintained by Microsoft and available on GitHub a number of GitHub repositories (i.e. .NET Core runtime6,
.NET Core SDK7 and ASP.NET Core8 repositories) under MIT9 and Apache 210 licenses. .NET Framework supports
multiple programming languages to develop .NET Core applications. The one used for the 5G-SOLUTIONS
project is C#. You can use your favorite IDE, including Visual Studio 2017/2019, Visual Studio Code, Sublime

4

https://camel.apache.org
https://github.com/dotnet/core
6
https://github.com/dotnet/runtime
7
https://github.com/dotnet/sdk
8
https://github.com/dotnet/aspnetcore
9
https://github.com/dotnet/runtime/blob/master/LICENSE.TXT
10
https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
5
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Text, Vim, etc. .NET Core supports modular architecture approach using NuGet packages11. There are different
NuGet packages for various features that can be added to the .NET Core project as needed. Even the .NET Core
library is provided as a NuGet package. In this way, the .NET Core application speed up the performance,
reduce the memory footprint and becomes easy to maintain. The NuGet package for the default .NET Core
application model, and the one utilized in the project is Microsoft.NETCore.App12. .NET Core application has a
flexible deployment (deployed via user-wide or system-wide or with Docker Containers) and the one chosen to
be utilized for the project is Docker Containers Deployment13.
Docker14: Docker is a tool which is used for containerizing applications. This tool is designed to make the
creation and deployment of any applications, especially micro services, more efficient and easier. The data
collector component is dockerized by using oraclelinux:7-slim image. This image includes also the bin files of
Java 11.
Swagger15: Swagger is a set of rules to describe REST APIs. The format offered by swagger can be human readable or machine - readable. As a result, the information exposed can be used either by developers and
testers or it can be used by applications to automate API-related actions. Data Collector Component exposes
such information, so as to improve the integration process with some of industries applications where the REST
API communication is required. The information can be found under the https://ingress.kpivs5gsolutions.eu/5gsolutions/data-collector/swagger-ui.html path.

3.1.3

Portal REST API Module

The portal REST API module is essentially a REST API intended for internal consumption as it is implemented for
consumption by the KPI Visualisation System. The list of technologies and frameworks used within this module
are described below while the complete list of the actual REST API interfaces is referenced separately in Annex
II: Internal REST API.
3.1.3.1

Technologies

Similar to the data collector, the REST API is also a JAVA based application. The technologies and frameworks
leveraged for implementing this module are listed below:
Spring boot: This framework is used for the development of the REST API component. The technologies and
reasons about the choice of this framework were presented in 3.1.2.1. It should be pointed out that, by using
Spring-boot Security, the authentication and authorization can be customized efficiently to serve the needs of
5G-SOLUTIONS.
Apache Camel: In the REST API module, Apache Camel framework is used mainly to apply routing rules using
the Java domain specific language and for auditing reasons.
Docker: Portal REST API component is dockerized by using oraclelinux:7-slim image. This image includes also
the bin files of Java 11.
Swagger: Through Swagger, the REST API can be described in a human - readable manner, in order for the
developers of the KPI Visualization System Portal to use the provided information so as to increase their
productivity. Moreover, swagger provides the necessary tools το facilitate the integration with some of the
vertical
industries
applications
and
can
be
found
under
the
https://api.kpivs5gsolutions.eu/5gsolutions/rest/swagger-ui.html path.

11

https://www.nuget.org/packages
https://www.nuget.org/packages/Microsoft.NETCore.App
13
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/core/docker/introduction
14
https://www.docker.com
15
https://swagger.io
12
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3.1.4

KPI Visualisation System Portal Module

The KPI Visualisation System portal is the main interface where users can view and interact with the KPIs
collected and calculated during the execution of a test case execution. It utilizes the REST API described in 3.1.3
to interact with the internal database and fetch the data for presentation. Apart from the main functionality of
viewing the KPI values, it also provides the tools for authenticating and authorizing a user, the means for
auditing all the actions within the platform, the user management, setting the KPI thresholds etc. In some use
cases, it also acts as the means for uploading the KPIs coming in from the vertical applications via a file-based
upload (ex. UC4.3, UC4.4, UC 4.6). It is a web-based portal that can be accessed over the internet through a
web browser.
3.1.4.1

Technologies

A number of web-based technologies and frameworks are used for implementing the KPI Visualisation System
portal. Currently these are:
Angular: Angular is a web development platform for building and designing the client side of an application. It
is JavaScript framework built and supported by Google. It has been chosen for the scope of the 5G-SOLUTIONS
KPI VS because it has a significant ecosystem of third-party components providing additional functionality and
productivity improvements. Also, it is a component-based architecture segregating the application in
independent logical and functional components that can be decoupled, reused and replaced easily, providing it
with the necessary flexibility required for a research project such as 5G-SOLUTIONS.
PrimeNG16: PrimeNG is a collection of UI components for Angular. For the KPI Visualisation System, the UI is
based on a combination of an open-source theme along with some custom components designed and
implemented to satisfy the visualisation requirements of the platform.
RxJS17: RxJS is a JavaScript library for reactive programming. It is used for composing asynchronous and callback methods based on the outcome of an action. Within the scope of 5G-Solutions it is been used to consume
the REST APIs provided by the REST component.

3.1.5

Machine Learning Analytics Module

The machine learning analytics engine resides within Docker containers similar to the rest of the KPI-VS
modules. Data can either be consumed from online sources, such as a data stream or a database (e.g. SQL,
MongoDB, etc.), or offline from locally stored files (e.g. CSV files etc.). The integration with the other KPI
Visualisation System components will be via a REST API. This allows containerised algorithms to directly
connect to input data pipelines and present their results back to end-users through the KPI VS. A description on
the algorithms and the approach taken here is presented in section 3.3 below.

3.2 Business Module Interfaces
This section describes the overall functionality of the KPI Visualisation System portal grouped into different
modules. For each module, the corresponding REST interfaces are referenced along with some significant
screenshots of the portal (more screenshots can be found in Annex V: KPI Visualisation System Screenshots).
The available modules are:




16
17

Authentication Module
User Management Module
Use Case Dashboard

https://www.primefaces.org/primeng/
https://rxjs-dev.firebaseapp.com
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3.2.1

Use Case Management Module
KPI Threshold Management Module

Authentication Module

The authentication module is responsible for authenticating the user within the KPI Visualisation System
through the process of providing a pair of username and password. It also includes the validation and
termination (logout) of an existing session. The list of actions included are shown in Table 2. The technical
description of the interfaces related to the authentication module is covered in Table 72 to Table 74 of Annex
II: Internal REST API. The login and landing page screens are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively.
Table 2: Authentication Module Functionality

Actions

User Role

Login user

All

Validate session
Expire session

All
All

Description
Called by the portal to login a user. If successful, the access token is
returned for use in the later requests to verify authenticity
Called to check whether an access token is still valid
Called to logout the user by blacklisting the token.

Figure 3: Login Page
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Figure 4: Landing Page

3.2.2 User Management Module
The user management module is responsible for maintaining the account of a user within the KPI Visualisation
System. Specifically, through this module, a number of functionalities can be performed corresponding to user
creation, deletion, editing, activation and set - or reset - of a password. Furthermore, the user information can
be displayed and an account can be locked / unlocked from the system. Moreover, access on a per use case
basis can be granted to or removed for a user. The entire aforesaid functionalities can be applied depending on
the access rights of the user performing the action. It must be said here that a user may have more than one
role. So, for example a user may be LL administrator for the energy living lab, UC owner for UC 3.4 and plain
user for UC 4.1. The list of roles existing in the KPI visualization system can be found in Table 3 while the list of
actions is described in Table 4. The corresponding REST API interfaces supporting the above functionalities, are
documented in Table 75 to Table 91 of Annex II: Internal REST API. The screen displaying the list of users per
Living Lab is shown in Figure 5.
Table 3: Roles within the KPI Visualization System

User Role
System administrator
Living Lab administrator

Use case administrator
User
Data Collector User

© 5G Solutions, 2021

Description
The administrator of the KPI visualization system. This role is responsible for
managing all the accounts and performing all the systems’ actions.
This role is created by the system administrator and is assigned to be the owner of
the corresponding living lab. Via this role a number of privileged actions can be
performed to the use cases belonging to the living lab.
This role is created by the system administrator or the living lab administrator and is
assigned to the owner of the corresponding use case. UC administrators can
manage access to the use case and can perform UC specific actions such as start
monitoring for UC/network data of a UC, add test case equipment information etc.
A plain user that can view results for the use cases he is assigned to.
A role intended only for the data collector. UC applications need some kind of
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authentication before ingesting the data into the KPI VS and they are assigned a
user with this role.
Table 4: User Management Module functionality

Action
Create user
Delete user




Permitted Roles
System administrator.
Living lab administrator for all UCs of the
living lab.
Use case administrator.
System administrator.
System administrator.
Living lab administrator for all UCs of the
living lab.
Use case administrator.
Simple user (his own profile).
System administrator.
Living lab administrator for all UCs of the
living lab.
Use case administrator.
System administrator.
Living lab administrator for all UCs of the
living lab.
Use case administrator.
System administrator.
Living lab administrator for all UCs of the
living lab.
Use case administrator.
System administrator.
Living lab administrator for all UCs of the
living lab.
Use case administrator.
Simple user (his own profile).



All








View user

View users

Add role

Remove role















Edit user’s profile

Change password

Lock account



System administrator

Unlock account



System administrator

Set new password
(after a password reset)



All




System administrator.
Living lab administrator for all UCs of the
living lab.
Use case administrator.

Reset password
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Description
Creating a new user in the platform
Deleting a user from the platform
View the profile of a user. Each role
has access to specific information
of the user’s profile.
View the list of users of the
platform. Each role can view only
the users who belong to use cases
he is assigned to.
Grant access to a UC. The role
performing the action must have
administrator privileges on the
specific UC.
Remove access from a UC. The role
performing the action must have
administrator privileges on the
specific UC.
Editing parameters of the user’s
profile. The role performing the
action should have permission to
edit the user’s profile.
The user can change the password.
The system administrator can
remove from the user the
capability of accessing the KPI
visualization system.
The system administrator can allow
a locked user to access the KPI
visualization system.
Setting the password of a nonactivated account.
Resetting the password of an
account. The role performing the
action should have permission to
reset the user’s password.
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Hash Key Validation

Find in use case



All




System administrator.
Living lab administrator for all UCs of the
living lab.
Use case administrator.



Checking whether the hash key,
needed for the activation of an
account, is valid.
Check whether a user belongs to a
use case. The role performing the
action should have permission to
edit the user’s profile.

Figure 5: View Users

3.2.3

Use Case Dashboard

This module is responsible for showing the data retrieved mainly by the data collector via the KPI Visualization
System portal. The dashboard, export and tabular view functionalities are all included within this module.
Moreover, endpoints for uploading data are provided to specific use cases where the application data will be
uploaded in csv format (UCs 4.3, 4.4, 4.6). Only living lab and/or use case administrators can use this
functionality in order to upload data containing KPI metrics. The available actions of this module are described
in Table 5 and the available REST API interfaces are described in Table 92 to Table 97 of Annex II: Internal REST
API.
Table 5: REST API - Use Case Visualization Module Actions

Action


View Dashboard

Retrieve
data

tabular

Export data
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Permitted Roles
Description
System administrator.
This functionality returns a number of chart values
Living lab administrator for all
for each of the requested KPIs, belonging to a
UCs of the living lab.
specific test case. Furthermore, a number of
Use case administrator.
statistics are calculated via this functionality.
Simple User
System administrator.
Living lab administrator for all
This functionality returns a number of data in table
UCs of the living lab.
format, belonging to a specific test case.
Use case administrator.
Simple User
System administrator.
This functionality returns the requested data in csv,
Living lab administrator for all excel or zip format.
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Upload KPI data









Test cases


Application
Auditing



UCs of the living lab.
Use case administrator.
Simple user (his own profile).
System administrator.
Living lab administrator for all
UCs of the living lab.
Use case administrator.
System administrator.
Living lab administrator for all
UCs of the living lab.
Use case administrator.
Simple user (his own profile).
System Administrator

This functionality allows the uploading of a csv file,
containing the KPI’s of a test case. This
functionality is for specific use cases only.

This functionality returns information of the
performed test cases.
This functionality offers an auditing system to track
user’s activity on every request in KPI Visualization
System Restful API.

3.2.4 Test Case Management Module
The KPI VS needs to be notified of a test case execution (start/stop) as it needs to initiate the network and UC
data ingestion. In order to achieve this, it offers three channels to receive notifications, one through the CDSO,
one through the UC application itself and a last one through the KPI VS portal. The first two are described in
section 4.3. The third one involves some user action through the portal and was added as functionality because
in some use cases there was no option to automate this process. When accessing the UC dashboard, the user
has the option to start/stop a UC data collection (depending if the UC is running or not) by adding also input
like timestamp, description, maximum execution time and - if necessary - the user equipment involved (see
Figure 6) and the network KPI collection endpoint (for 5G VINNI Patras).

Figure 6: Status Management
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The user can also add lists of user equipment under his UC that may be selected when starting the test case,
enabling easy reusability between different test executions (see Figure 7). This information is needed in some
use cases running over 5G VINNI Patras in order for the KPI VS to discriminate the network data relevant to the
test case running. Information inserted here is either the IMSIs, either the IPs of the user equipment used.

Figure 7: User Equipment Management

Furthermore, by using the portal, the user can define, in the 5G-VINNI Patras UCs, the endpoints from which
the network KPIs will be collected, add some comments for the test case, give a title to the test case and set
the maximum duration of a test’s execution.
The complete list of actions of this module can be found in Table 6 whereas the REST API interfaces are
described from Table 100 to Table 106 of Annex II: Internal REST API.
Table 6: Use Case Management Module Actions

Action













Start a test case

Stop a test case
Check if test case is
running
Manage the user
equipment of a test
case

3.2.5

Permitted Roles
System administrator
Living lab administrator UC living lab
Use case administrator
System administrator
Living lab administrator UC living lab
Use case administrator
System administrator
Living lab administrator UC living lab
Use case administrator
System administrator
Living lab administrator UC living lab
Use case administrator

Description
Start a test case data collection
process
Stop a test case data collection
process
Check if a test case is currently being
monitored
Manage (add, delete, view) the user
equipment of a test case

KPI Threshold Management Module

This module is responsible for setting / getting the thresholds for each KPI belonging to a test case. These
thresholds are displayed to the user alongside the actual KPI values for comparison purposes. The actions of
this module are summarized in Table 7 and the available REST API interfaces are described in Table 98 to Table
99 of Annex II: Internal REST API.
Table 7: KPI Management Module Actions

Actions
Set a Threshold
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Permitted Roles
Description
This functionality sets a threshold
System administrator.
Living lab administrator for all UCs of the for a particular KPI of the defined
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Get Thresholds



living lab.
UC.
Use case administrator.
This functionality returns the
System administrator.
Living lab administrator for all UCs of the thresholds for each KPI belonging to
a UC.
living lab.
Use case administrator.
Simple User

3.3 Machine Learning Based Analytics
In this section, we describe the methodology as well as the various techniques that will be implemented to
enable the Machine Learning based analytics component within the KPI Visualisation System.
The ML methods provided within the KPI Visualisation System are generic data-driven methods that can give
insights to the vertical about their experiments. For example, these ML methods will allow administrators in
the vertical and platform domains to identify anomalies, understand which KPIs correlate positively or
negatively to each other (within vertical / network domain or across these domains) or predict KPI values based
on historical information.
Moreover, these ML methods can be used to support the Zero-Touch Automation methods. For example, a
forecasted KPI can trigger an automated process that will instruct the cross-domain orchestrator CDSO to send
instructions to the platform orchestrator for adjusting parameters in the running experiments. This will be
described in detail in the Zero-Touch Automation deliverable D2.3B.
Since the KPI Visualisation System collects and stores all the vertical and platform KPIs, the ML modules are
located inside the KPI VS, as shown in Figure 1. Detailed APIs for each of the delivered ML modules are
described in the following subsections. Also, because the Zero-Touch Automation module is using the ML
containers to make near real time recommendations, we have decided to co-locate this module within the KPI
Visualisation System, to ensure minimal time spent between KPI read / prediction / automated
recommendation. Once the recommendation is made, this is sent to the CDSO, that is responsible for
implementing the recommendation received from the Zero-Touch Automation Module.

3.3.1

Generic Machine Learning models

To provide more advanced analytics in 5G-SOLUTIONS, the KPI Visualisation System integrates several MLbased analytics algorithms to show insights in KPI data that is collected from the platforms and from the UCs.
These algorithms include:




KPI modelling and forecasting,
Analysis of correlations between KPIs, and KPI clustering methods,
Anomaly detection.

The algorithms and approaches presented in this section are generic in the sense that they are independent of
specific UCs and can be applied to all KPI data collected from UCs. Each UC will be able to choose which
analyses are feasible and more important for it to visualise. In the following sections, we provide a brief
description of these analytics tasks and the state-of-the-art approaches undertaken.
The KPI VS will incorporate the above analyses and structure them in a user-friendly way in order to guide the
user to pick the right ML analysis approach. Figure 8 shows the high-level framework of the ML based analysis
performed in the KPI VS.
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Figure 8: The high-level framework of the Machine Learning based analysis of KPIs

The proposed framework aims to assist UC owners to perform different analysis tasks in a structured way. The
user may choose to perform correlation, prediction or forecasting on KPIs of interest, using the generic ML
algorithms available to them. The available ML algorithms can also be used to perform Root Cause Analysis,
e.g., using correlation to identify unexpected relations between KPIs or vice versa to identify whether expected
relations are observable in the data.
3.3.1.1

Anomaly detection

KPI data collected by the KPI visualisation system, including network KPIs and UC-specific KPIs, can suffer
deviations from the expected limits, which could indicate issues in the network and / or performance drop in
the UC service. We implement two classical methods that are based on the standard-deviation of the data: ZScore and Median Absolute Deviation (MAD). These methods are efficient to compute and fast, and therefore
well suited for real time analysis. The Z-score method marks any data point as anomaly that is more than three
standard deviations away from the mean. Similarly, the more robust MAD method uses the standard deviation
computed on the median to define data points as anomalies if they are too far away from the median. More
advanced (and computationally heavy) methods using Neural Networks, such as Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM), have recently emerged as effective alternatives and may be considered in future releases if there is
demand.
The implemented anomaly detection methods are used to automatically remove outliers in the retrieved data
before it will be processed by the analytics and ML algorithms. This is an optional pre-processing of the data
that can be toggled by the user.
Z-Score: The Z-Score uses the mean and standard deviation of the data to determine the range, with upper and
lower limit, in which most data points lie. Usually, a threshold of three standard deviations is chosen as the
upper and lower limits. Data points outside that range are considered outliers. By definition, this marks the
bottom 0.1% and top 0.1% of data points anomalies.
Median Absolute Deviation (MAD): The Median Absolute Deviation calculates how much a given data point
deviates from the median value of observed values. As opposed to using mean and standard deviation to
model the distribution of values, median and double median values are used to determine the range that
contains most of observed values. MAD is also a robust statistic, being more resilient to outliers compared to
standard deviation. Using MAD on past observations determines the upper and lower thresholds of expected
values, which in turn is used to detect outliers that are considered to be anomalies.
3.3.1.2

Correlation analysis and KPI clustering

Often, an important first analytical task is to find similarities between KPI trends. Using correlation and
similarity detection algorithms we can determine the impact of KPIs on one another, which can potentially be
© 5G Solutions, 2021
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used for root cause analysis and determining whether a change in a KPI causes a performance issue in another.
It can also be used to reduce the load imposed by the monitoring of KPIs by continuously monitoring only nonstrongly correlated KPIs. This can be of real value to UC owners, helping them determine which KPIs to
continuously monitor.
Through the visualisation system, we show the correlation matrix between different KPIs. There are several
ways to find similarities between time series, of which linear correlation is a fast and efficient method. It is
important to note that correlations do not equate to causation, and therefore, these methods will only uncover
the similarities and correlations between the data, but further investigation needs to be performed by the UC
owner in order to shed some light on the relationship that exists between the KPIs in question.
Linear correlation of time series: A simple approach to detect similarities between time series is to consider
each time series as a random variable and use correlation algorithms (such as Pearson’s) to determine how
likely they are to be from the same probability distribution. Depending on the algorithm, this is often
summarized by a value between -1 and 1, with -1 indicating a strong negative impact, +1 indicating a strong
positive impact, and the values in between indicating lesser levels of impact depending on how close to 0 or +/1 the value is.
Nonlinear correlation of time series: In order to detect nonlinear correlations in timeseries data, a number of
nonlinear rank-based correlation coefficients can be calculated, such as Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
and Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient. These tests are non-parametric as they don’t rely on any
assumptions of the timeseries data. The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (or Spearman’s rho) is defined
between the ranked variables just like the Pearson correlation coefficient. The Kendall rank correlation (or
Kendall’s tau coefficient) is used for testing the association between two measured quantities.
3.3.1.3

KPI prediction and time series forecasting

KPIs can have a direct impact on each other, meaning that a change in one KPI can result in a change in
another. This impact can be used to predict future values of KPIs using the observed values for other monitored
KPIs. Forecasting can also be used as a valuable input to automation methods in the systems (e.g., predicting
that one KPI will go out of bounds in the next interval could trigger a corrective action). Therefore, apart from
visualizing the predicted values, these can also be re-used for optimizations. There are several methods for
predicting future values of KPIs, taking into account their temporal behaviour or relations to other KPIs. Here,
we focus on classic ML methods such as the Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) as well as the
decision-tree based random forests.
Random forests: Decision trees represent a class of learning algorithms that attempts to divide the data into
branches that share a specific characteristic. The algorithm creates the tree recursively by learning which
features hold the most information about the observed data. Figure 9 illustrates an example of decision trees.
Decision trees are used to model various machine learning tasks including classification and regression. They
can be used to predict future values of target KPIs based on current and previous observations of other KPIs.

Figure 9: An example of a decision tree that learned good and bad network configurations based on capacity and
latency KPIs
© 5G Solutions, 2021
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Random forest is an extension to decision trees that operate on an ensemble of decisions trees and output the
most common outcome across the decisions. Random forests are more accurate models since they address the
issue of overfitting that often accompanies decision tree models.
Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA): The trends of time series KPIs can be analysed with a
view of predicting expected values in the next period of time. ARIMA is a combination of models that are fitted
to time series data to better understand the data and predict future values. Time series forecasting is about
learning the temporal behaviour of a given KPI, using the past values of that KPI in order to predict future
values. This is in contrast to prediction methods like the random forests that learn the relation between
multiple KPIs to predict a given KPI.
3.3.1.4

Implementation, Integration and Interfaces

As mentioned in deliverable D3.1C, the generic ML algorithms are delivered as a suite of Docker containers.
Figure 17 in D3.1C depicts the structure of this platform18. In this section, we describe implementation details
of generic ML services Data Handler, Correlation and Prediction. This also includes details of expected input
format and REST APIs.
Data Handler: This service is the mediator between ML modules and the KPI Visualisation Database. Its main
functionalities include:



Interface with KPI VS to collect trial data. This is done through direct queries to the MongoDB database
once the data from UC trials are collected and stored.
Data pre-processing: This includes the processing steps to transform the raw data into the format that is
required by the ML containers. Some of the pre-processing steps include outlier detection and data
normalization.

The required format of input data for this module is depicted in Table 8. The first column contains timestamps
with other columns corresponding to KPIs. Each row contains KPI values for a given timestamp. The rows are
expected to be sorted by timestamps with measurement collection time interval being the difference between
timestamps of two consecutive rows. The rows are expected to include all timestamps between beginning and
the end of the trial with missing intervals reflected by empty values (NA, NaN, etc.)
Table 8: Structure of expected input data from the database

Timestamp

KPI 1

KPI 2

…

The data handler is called by ML modules using the following REST query described in Table 9:
Table 9: Data Handler module REST API query subscription

URI
Path Parameters
Query
Parameters

/get_data (GET)
Parameter Name
Parameter Name
collection

Parameter Type
Parameter Type
String

Description
Description
Name of the MongoDB collection (i.e. table) that

18

5G-SOLUTIONS Deliverable D3.1C: KPI Visualisation System Specifications and Design https://5gsolutionsproject.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2021/09/5GSOLUTIONS_D3.1C_KPI_Visualisation_System_Specifications_and_Design_v4.1_23Oct2020APPART.pdf
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Example

contains
the
data,
e.g.
LivingLab3UseCase4Network
experiment_id
String
Identifier of the trial
Field
String
Filter for KPIs
Limit
Integer
Limit the number of data rows to top n
max_lag
String
Time window for synchronisation of data points,
default “1s”, i.e. all data points are binned into 1
second intervals
remove_outliers
String
Whether to apply outlier removal, default
“none”. Available outlier removal methods are
“zscore” and “mad”.
http://ContainerInternalIPAddress/get_data?collection=LivingLab3UseCase4Network&fiel
d=dl_bitrate&field=ul_bitrate

The output is a JSON response containing the processed data which has the structure displayed in Table 10:
Table 10: ML REST API response

{
"columns": [
"dl_bitrate",
"ul_bitrate",
...
],
"data": [
[
0.4756884594,
0.0094765966,
...
],
[
0.4046286572,
0.0094013503,
...
],
...
],
"index": [
1601021899000,
1605015924000,
...
]
}

Correlation: As one of ML modules, this container collects UC data from KPI VS through the Data Handler
module. On that data, it offers a suite of correlation algorithms including Pearson, Kendall and Spearman
correlation using the Pandas package in Python.
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The module can be called using the /correlate REST endpoint (see Table 11). This query allows the user to
perform pairwise correlation on KPIs of one or more UC trials:
Table 11: Correlation module: correlation fields REST API description

URI
Path Parameters

Query
Parameters

Example

/correlate (GET)
Parameter Name
Parameter Name
collection

Parameter Type
Parameter Type
String

experiment_id
Field
Limit
remove_outliers

String
String
Integer
String

Method

String

Description
Description
Name of the MongoDB collection (i.e., table) that
contains
the
data,
e.g.,
LivingLab3UseCase4Network
Identifier of the trial
Filter for KPIs
Limit the number of data rows to top n
Whether to apply outlier removal, default
“none”. Available outlier removal methods are
“zscore” and “mad”.
Correlation algorithm to be used. Available values
are:
pearson: Pearson’s Correlation
kendall: Kendall’s Correlation
spearman: Spearman’s Correlation

https://ml-correlation.kpivs5gsolutions.eu/correlate?collection=LivingLab3UseCase4Network&field=ul_bitrate&field=
dl_bitrate&field=dl_mcs&field=ul_mcs

The output of this query is a JSON response containing the correlation value of the two KPIS. An example of this
response is shown in Table 12:
Table 12: ML Correlation response

{
"columns": [
"dl_bitrate",
"ul_bitrate",
"dl_mcs",
"ul_mcs"
],
"data": [
[
1.0,
0.998867307,
-0.7736042619,
-0.2883530125
],
[
0.998867307,
1.0,
-0.7544966945,
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-0.2600622864
],
[
-0.7736042619,
-0.7544966945,
1.0,
0.7465322767
],
[
-0.2883530125,
-0.2600622864,
0.7465322767,
1.0
]
],
"index": [
"dl_bitrate",
"ul_bitrate",
"dl_mcs",
"ul_mcs"
]
}

Prediction and time series forecasting: Similar to the correlation service, the prediction module collects UC
data through REST API queries to the Data Handler module. Current implemented ML algorithms are Linear
Regression, Random Forest, and Support Vector Machines (including classic, linear and nu SVR) from the ScikitLearn package in Python, as well as the ARIMA time series forecasting algorithm from the Statsmodels Python
package. The ML module can be called using the following REST API endpoints (Table 13):

Table 13: Prediction module REST API query description: training a model

URI
Path Parameters

Query
Parameters

© 5G Solutions, 2021

/train/target (GET/POST)
Parameter Name Parameter Type
Target

String

Parameter Name
collection

Parameter Type
String

experiment_id
selected_feature
drop_feature
Limit
remove_outliers

String
String
String
Integer
String

Algorithm

String

Description
Name of the target KPI on which to train the ML
model (e.g. to predict “dl_bitrate”)
Description
Name of the MongoDB collection (i.e. table) that
contains
the
data,
e.g.
LivingLab3UseCase4Network
Identifier of the trial
Filter for KPIs to be used for training
KPIs to be dropped from the training
Limit the number of data rows to top n
Whether to apply outlier removal, default
“none”. Available outlier removal methods are
“zscore” and “mad”.
ML algorithm to be used. Available values are:
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Split

Example

Float

linreg: Linear Regression
random_forest: Random Forest
svr, linear_svr, nu_svr: Variants of Regression
using Support Vector Machine
Test split to be reserved when training the model,
default 0.2, i.e., the model is trained on 80% of
the data and its accuracy is measured on the
remaining unseen 20%.

https://ml-prediction.kpivs5gsolutions.eu/train/dl_bitrate?collection=LivingLab3UseCase4Network&feature=ul_bitrat
e&feature=dl_mcs&feature=up_mcs&algorithm=random_forest

Parameters of the used ML algorithm can be transmitted through the body of a POST request. For example, to
set the number of trees for the Random Forest algorithm to 150, the body {“n_estimators”: 150} needs to be
sent along with the normal request parameters. The output of the above example is a JSON response
containing prediction results and accuracy and statistic metrics of the chosen algorithm as can be seen in Table
14 below:
Table 14: ML Prediction training response

{
"actual_predicted": {
"y_pred": [
10.100000000000016,
10.100000000000016,
...
],
"y_test": [
10.1,
10.1,
...
]
},
"meta_data": {
"algorithm": "random_forest",
"collections": [
"LivingLab3UseCase4Network"
],
"experiment_ids": null,
"feature_importance": {
"dl_mcs": 0.7086355600625576,
"ul_bitrate": 0.2913644399374425
},
"features": [
"ul_bitrate",
"dl_mcs"
],
"limit": 0,
"model_params": {},
"remove_outliers": null,
© 5G Solutions, 2021
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"results": {
"Mean Absolute Error": 0.054192997333686176,
"Mean Squared Error": 0.017419604630753222,
"R2 score": 0.9992486191670977,
...
},
"split": 0.2,
"target": "dl_bitrate",
"timestamp": "2021-02-25 18:34:44.605045"
},
"model_id": "8737932729314"
}

A model that has been trained is automatically stored in the model store. From there, trained models can be
listed through the /list endpoint (Table 15), which will return a list of trained models along with meta data
about the trained model, similar to the model training output above.
Table 15: Prediction module REST API query description: listing trained models

URI
Path Parameters
Query
Parameters
Example

/list (GET)
Parameter Name Parameter Type
Description
Parameter Name Parameter Type
Description
https://ml-prediction.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu/list

Stored models can then be queried to perform a prediction on the target KPI they have been trained on,
providing the input feature values, as seen in Table 16.
Table 16: Prediction module REST API query description: predicting using a trained model

URI

/predict/model_id (POST)
Parameter Name

Parameter Type

Description

model_id

String

Identifier of the trained model to be used for the
prediction

Parameter Name

Parameter Type

Description

-

-

-

Path Parameters

Query
Parameters
Example

https://ml-prediction.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu/predict/8737932729314

The features used for the prediction must be transmitted in the body of the POST request, as in the sample in
Table 17:
Table 17: ML Prediction response
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{
"ul_bitrate": 10,
"dl_mcs": 6,
"ul_mcs": 3
}

The output of this call is a prediction value on the target KPI:
10.10000

Models in the model store can also be removed from the model store by calling the delete endpoint described
in Table 18.
Table 18: Prediction module REST API query description: deleting a stored model

URI
Path Parameters
Query
Parameters
Example

/delete/model_id (DELETE)
Parameter Name Parameter Type

Description
Identifier of the trained model to be used for the
model_id
String
prediction
Parameter Name Parameter Type
Description
https://ml-prediction.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu/delete/8737932729314

The ML module also provides time series forecasting through the forecasting endpoint (Table 19):
Table 19: Prediction module REST API query description: time series forecasting

URI
Path Parameters

Query
Parameters

Example

© 5G Solutions, 2021

/forecast/target (GET)
Parameter Name Parameter Type

Description
Name of the target KPI on which to train the time
target
String
series forecasting algorithm (e.g., “dl_bitrate”)
Parameter Name Parameter Type
Description
Collection
String
Name of the MongoDB collection (i.e., table) that
contains
the
data,
e.g.
LivingLab3UseCase4Network
experiment_id
String
Identifier of the trial
remove_outliers
String
Whether to apply outlier removal, default
“none”. Available outlier removal methods are
“zscore” and “mad”.
Ar
Integer
Lag order for the autoregressive part of ARIMA
(default 5)
I
Integer
Degree of differencing for the integration part of
ARIMA (default 1)
Ma
Integer
Order of the moving-average part of ARIMA
(default 0)
num_forecasts
Integer
Number of forecast values (default 1)
https://ml-prediction.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu/forecast/dl_bitrate?num_forecasts=3
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This example query will produce a forecast as a JSON object like the one shown in Table 20:
Table 20: ML forecast response

{
"forecast": [10, 6, 3]
}

3.3.2

Use Case Specific Machine Learning models

In addition to the generic ML models described above, a number of custom-tailored UC specific ML models will
be developed as part of a selection of pilot UCs, in order to showcase the capabilities of the ML framework. For
this to be performed, the first step will be the selection of the pilot UCs based on a number of criteria which
comprise of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

The level of system integration and the readiness of the UC in terms of application and network
requirements,
The list of KPIs defined by the UC and whether they are amongst the most common across the
other UCs in which case they can be reused,
The volume of data produced by the UC and the corresponding KPIs to determine the suitability of
the UC data for a ML model training.

The above UC specific ML models require close collaboration with the UC owners in order to select the KPIs of
interest and determine the different requirements related to them. Further details will be provided in
subsequent versions of this document.

3.4 Privacy Aspects
Special care is given to the security measures applied for data protection and handling all privacy aspects for
making the KPI Visualisation System a secure system that will treat sensitive information with the necessary
confidentiality. Currently, the mechanisms in place to secure this are listed in the following sections below.

3.4.1

Authentication / Authorization (JWT)

The JWT Token (JSON Web Token) is an RFC 7519 19open standard that defines a compact and efficient way for
transmitting sensitive data and information between parties in a secure manner. The data are formed into a
JSON Object. This object can be signed either with HMAC or RSA / ECSA algorithms. HMAC algorithms involve a
secret cryptographic key and cryptographic hash functions, while RSA / ECSA algorithms use pairs of public /
private keys. In the KPI visualization system case, the HMACHA512 algorithm, constructed from the SHA-512
function, is used for signing the JWT token. The JSON Web token consists of three components separated by
dots. These components are:




19

Header, which contains the type of token, as well as the signing algorithm.
Payload, which contains the claims, the expiration date of the token and additional data.
Signature, for verifying the message. The encoded header and payload, the secret and the algorithm
specified in the header are used to create the signature.

http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc7519
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In the KPI Visualization system, the com.auth0.jwt Java package is used in order to create a JWT token as well
as to verify any token sent for authentication / authorization. Furthermore, the HMAC512 function from
com.auth0.jwt.algorithms Java package is used to sign the newly created tokens. The secret is a custom string
stored in the application.

3.4.2 Password encryption
The passwords stored in the database are encrypted using the BCRYPT algorithm. This algorithm is an adaptive
hash function algorithm based on the Blowfish symmetric block cipher cryptographic algorithm. It introduces a
work factor, which defines how expensive / slow the hash function will be. In this way, different work factors
create different hash values in different time spans. The BCRYPT algorithm is extremely resistant to brute force
attacks. Each time computers become more powerful, an increase on the work factor can balance it out.
Towards
this
direction,
the
BCryptPasswordEncoder
Java
class
of
the
org.springframework.security.crypto.bcrypt package is used, in order to successfully encrypt the passwords
stored in the database.

3.4.3 Data Encryption
Data privacy and security were taken into consideration when designing the KPI Visualisation System. All data
flows are executed over TLS ensuring privacy and data integrity over the transport layer. In some cases, where
necessary, data is transferred over a secure VPN channel. REST APIs provided for consumption by the KPI
Visualisation System are over HTTPS whereas any potential REST interfaces consumed by the KPI VS will
preferably be in HTTPS also. Similarly, any potential file transfer will be over sFTP.
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4 APIs and Interfaces Design & Development
This section is related to the work that has been performed up to M28 under the Task 3.3 “APIs and interfaces
design & development” of WP3, which aims to define and design the following three APIs which will be
developed based on open standards.
1. Measurement portal intent-based REST API (API C in Figure 10);
2. Application-related intent-based declarative API (API D in Figure 10);
3. APIs between the CDSO and the KPI Visualisation System.
For these API types, the definition and technical specifications will be provided, including their low-level design,
all of which is documented in this deliverable. Based on these design blueprints, the implementation of these
APIs is currently ongoing.

Figure 10: 5G-SOLUTIONS high level architectural concept

Elaborating on Figure 10 above, the technical approach is based on a modular architecture in which the various
technological enablers are integrated together via open interfaces and APIs. These enablers will facilitate the
measurement and visualization of 5G KPIs of the vertical use cases, as well as benchmarking and access from
multiple locations.
As mentioned above, the easy-to-use intent-based APIs (but not limited to that) is developed based on openstandards. Starting with use case driven requirements, and with reference to Figure 10 regarding the high-level
architectural concept, the following set of 5G facilitator APIs, are being implemented during the project lifecycle:
1. Measurement portal, intent-based APIs (API C in Figure 10) to enable the interfacing with the 5G
measurement platforms of 5G-EVE and 5G-VINNI ICT-17 facilities, so as to collect the data related to
the test case executions;
2. Application, intent-based APIs (API D in Figure 10) offering easy interfacing of new applications to the
KPI Visualisation System;
3. APIs towards the CDSO or APIs exposed to the use case applications offering information related to the
start/stop of an experiment
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In this deliverable, there is an extended focus on API C (Measurement portal intent-based APIs) and API D
(Application intent-based APIs) where more information about them along with further analysis is presented in
the following Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
Currently the KPI-VS integration is not solely performed based on REST APIs but it is more generic to support
alternative integration methods like remote database queries, Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
queries and structured file manual upload. This aims to support the project and the various needs for the UCs.

4.1 Integration with the 5G facilities
This section aims to describe the integration of the KPI Visualisation System with the 5G facilities and the 5G
standalone (private) nodes. Measurement portal intent-based REST API (see API C in Figure 10) aims to enable
the interfacing with the online measurement platforms of ICT-17 facilities (5G VINNI Patras, 5G EVE). REST APIs
enable software developers to define API calls with a high granularity, which simplifies the logic required to
provision complex services, thus providing interoperability between online software systems. By using stateless
protocols, such as HTTP/HTTPS and standard operations, REST APIs have fast performance, reliability, and the
ability to scale, by re-using components that can be managed and updated without affecting the system as a
whole, even in its runtime mode. On the other hand, the integration of the KPI VS with the 5G VINNI Norway
facility will be done via SQL queries to a remote database hosted in the 5G VINNI facility.
Currently the overall status of the integration between the KPI-VS and the 5G facilities and standalone nodes is
shown in Table 21.
Table 21: KPI VS integration status for network KPIs

5G Facility

Status

Comments

EVE

Complete

Integration has been accomplished

VINNI Patras

Complete

Integration has been accomplished

VINNI Norway

Partially complete

Integration has been accomplished. Waiting for
data to be populated in order to complete the
data ingestion.

5G standalone node UC3.4

Complete

5G standalone node UC1.1

Pending

5G standalone node UC1.2

Pending

5G standalone node UC1.4

Pending

4.1.1

5G-VINNI Patras

The 5G-VINNI facility in University of Patras, provides remote access to its monitoring infrastructure via either a
VPN to all involved partners, or over the internet via a public IP. Both solutions are available. However, the
public IP address is only available after the orchestration of the service. Currently the infrastructure provides
monitoring data and metrics related to the Cloud infrastructure itself and for all the VNFs health, as seen in the
Figure 11 below:
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Figure 11: 5G VINNI University of Patras facility current monitoring architecture

This architecture will be expanded to collect monitoring data directly from the VNF’s and PNF’s (see Figure 12).
Another instance of PROMETHEUS20 will be provisioned inside the cloud that will establish a new channel of
communication between the VNF’s which will be used only for monitoring and management purposes. Over
this network PROMETHEUS will collect data from the VNF’s that will contain and run an instance of NETDATA
software. NETDATA will provide a REST API that will be accessible from the management network21. NETDATA
will also collect data from the RAN via a custom plugin that partner UoP will develop. This information will be
used to evaluate KPI’s and will provide information about:








Node health
Number of UE’s connected
UE signal strength
Aggregated node traffic (Downstream / Upstream)
Traffic per UE connected (Downstream / Upstream)
Uplink transport blocks with and without CRC error
Downlink retransmitted transport blocks

UE’s will be distinguished by IMSI and PDN.

Figure 12: 5G VINNI UoP facility future monitoring infrastructure

20
21

https://prometheus.io/docs/prometheus/latest/querying/api/
https://github.com/netdata/netdata/tree/master/web/api
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The KPI-VS will connect via VPN or public IP address to PROMETHEUS and communicate via HTTP REST API22 to
collect the data. Historical data will be also stored in PROMETHEUS TSDB database and will be accessible via
the API.
The KPI-VS collects the data provided by Prometheus in a near real time manner. For each UC, specific network
metrics are collected, having 5 seconds interval between the measurements. The network metrics that can be
filtered based on IMSI or IP and retrieved by KPI-VS are demonstrated in Table 22:
Table 22: 5G VINNI Patras Network metrics that are collected by KPI-VS

Prometheus Endpoint
netdata_UE_STATS_GNODEB___
of_Transport_blocks_average
netdata_UE_STATS_GNODEB_dB_average
netdata_UE_STATS_GNODEB_bps_average
netdata_UE_STATS_MME_B_average
netdata_UE_STATS_GNODEB_dB_average

Metric

Dimension
uplink tx
Successful Transmission
downlink tx
uplink retx
Successful Retransmission
downlink retx
Signal To Noise ratio
SNR
downlink bitrate
Bitrate
uplink bitrate
downlink total bytes
total bytes
uplink total bytes
uplink path loss
uplink path loss

Filtered by
IMSI
IMSI
IMSI
IMSI
IMSI
IMSI
IMSI
IP
IP
IP

In future plans both PROMETHEUS and the VPN frameworks will be incorporated into the cloud and described
in an NSD as a VNF as seen in Figure 13. This NSD will take care of running the service and monitoring VNF’s,
and configuring the network between them. A new instance of PROMETHEUS and VPN will be used on every
experiment.

Figure 13: 5G VINNI UoP facility monitoring in NSD

4.1.2

5G VINNI Norway

The 5GVINNI Norway facility infrastructure not only provides the 5G networks to 5G-SOLUTIONS UCs but also
hosts the 5G-SOLUTIONS CDSO (cross-domain service orchestrator) and a Postgres SQL DB storing the network
KPIs (KPI-DB) generated by UC experiments running in the 5G network provisioned by the 5G-VINNI Norway
facility, as shown in Figure 14. There are four types of integration points related to KPI-VS and monitoring data
collections:
1. The integration between KPI-VS and CDSO
2. The integration between KPI-VS and the network KPI-DB: KPI-DB exposes the network KPIs collected by
the 5GVINNI TaaS (testing-as-a-service) system to the KPI-VS. Note that some UCs may also use this
network KPI-DB to store their application KPIs, which are collected via the TaaS monitoring tools such
as Hawkeye, e.g., UC3.5 and UC3.6.

22

https://prometheus.io/docs/prometheus/latest/querying/api/
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3. The integration between CDSO and UC services or functions: CDSO needs to integrate with the UC
functions or services that are not part of the 5G network service in order to coordinate and manage the
start and end of UC experiments.
4. The integration between CDSO and UC application KPI collectors: CDSO needs to integrate with the
application KPI collectors owned by individual UC if any to coordinate and manage the start and end of
KPI collections. The collected application KPIs will be exposed to the KPI-VS directly, without going
through the 5GVINNI facility.

5GVINNI Norway Infrastructure
5GVINNI
Core Network
VNF

VNF

5GVINNI
FlowOne

VNF

5GVINNI
OpenSlice

VNF

FW

Public
Internet

VNF

UC Functions/
Services

5GSOLUTIONS
CDSO

5GSOLUTIONS
Network KPI DB

UC
Application
KPI Collector

KPI-VS

Figure 14: 5GVINNI Norway Facility - integration points

The 5G-VINNI Norway facility provides four connection options; (1) P2P-VPN, (2) HTTPS on top of public IP, (3)
Port forwarding and (4) IP forwarding, as those are presented in Figure 15. This is to interconnect external 5GSOLUTIONS parties with internal 5GVINNI entities, including both 5G-VINNI networks and 5G-SOLUTIONS
components (CDSO and DB). The evaluations of these four options are summarized in Table 23. 5G-SOLUTIONS
parties can choose the connection option they prefer.
Table 23: Connectivity options offered by 5G VINNI

Option Type

Requirements
on 5GVINNI

Requirements on
5GSOLUTIONS: inside
5GVINNI (CDSO, DB)
N

1

P2P-VPN

Configure
firewall

2

HTTPS on
top
of
Public IP
Port
forwarding

Configure Public Add public
IP whitelist
subnets

3
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Configure port N
forwarding rules
+ Whitelist small
subset
of
remote IPs

IP

Requirements on
5GSOLUTIONS: outside
Example
5GVINNI (KPI-VS, UCs)
Public
IP,
P2PVPN- UC3.1
enabled
device
+
Respective
Device
configuration
and Assign fixed public IP and KPI-VS
HTTPS
capable
application.
Define ports properly +
Define small subset of IPs
to be Whitelisted.
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4

IP
forwarding

Configure
whitelist

N

Define small subset of IPs
to be Whitelisted.

5GVINNI Norway Infrastructure
5GVINNI
Core Network
VNF

VNF

VNF
VNF

5GVINNI
OpenSlice

Option 1: P2PVPN

FW

UC Functions/
Services

Option 2: HTTPS
Public
Internet

VNF

5GVINNI
FlowOne

UC
Application
KPI Collector

Option 3: Port forwarding

5GSOLUTIONS
Network KPI DB

5GSOLUTIONS
CDSO

Option 4: IP forwarding

KPI-VS

Figure 15: Four connectivity options provided by 5GVINNI Norway facility

The 5G-VINNI integration with the Testing as a Service system (TaaS) has been initiated to collect measurement
data and visualization service KPIs. TaaS is a system for performing tests within the 5G-VINNI Norway
virtualized network and can also provide testing functionality for the 5G network and components, i.e., it can
provide the network KPIs for UCs deployed on the 5GVINNI Norway facility. It can also be used to perform KPI
measurements by sending simulated traffic between so called Hawkeye end-points (virtual probes) that can be
installed both inside and outside of the 5G-VINNI network. Figure 16 exemplifies the basic steps to consume
TaaS and collect network KPIs:






Step 1: CDSO sends requests for test cases via:
o OpenSlice which forwards the requests to TaaS
o Vertical customer portal (API is pending) of TaaS
Step 2: TaaS loads the pre-design test scripts (stored in the TaaS repository) and executes them on
OpenTAP
Step 3: OpenTAP deploys the required testing tools (testers), e.g., in an OpenStack cloud, and
configures the tools to test the target SUT (e.g., a slice instance, VNF instances, or NFVI)
Step 4: testers are activated to test the target SUTs
Step 5: the measurement data is sent to the 5GSOLUTIONS Postgres SQL DB

Note that some testing tools accepted by TaaS, such as Hawkeye, can also measure the application KPIs if they
are deployed at the user ends. In other words, if 5G-SOLUTIONS UCs decide to use Hawkeyes to measure their
application KPIs, then KPI-VS only needs to integrate with the KPI-DB hosted in the Norway facility and retrieve
both network KPIs and application KPIs. KPI-VS has selected to connect with CDSO and network KPI DB via
public IP using a message-based protocol for communications between the frontend and the backend. The
protocol is supported over TCP/IP with security provided by SSL.
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5GSOLUTIONS CDSO
1
OpenSlice

TaaS

5GVINNI

2
FlowOne/CBND/VNFM

OpenTAP
3

SUT(s)
4

Slice
VNF

Internet
HTTPS

Tester(s)
NFVI

5GSOLUTIONS KPI-VS

1
1

5

5GSOLUTIONS Network KPI DB

Figure 16: Network KPI collections via 5GVINNI TaaS

A number of 5G-SOLUTIONS UC applications running on 5G VINNI Norway have the possibility to populate
application related data in a PostgreSQL database offered by the VINNI Norway platform, as a TaaS service. In
such cases the application data are collected from the facility infrastructure.
The integration of the 5GSOLUTIONS KPI visualization system with the 5G-VINNI TaaS system will only be partly
implemented in Cycle 1. Moreover, for Cycle 1, a PostgreSQL Database has been setup and hosted in 5G VINNI
Norway facility, in order to collect the above-mentioned network and application-level data from the UCs. This
database has a specific structure which the UCs need to comply with while performing the integration. The
database schema (graphical representation) is presented in Figure 17, followed by a snapshot of “results” in
Figure 18 (shows the first few lines). Clearly the column dim0 contains the numerical result of the test, column
dim1 a description of the measured parameter, column dim2 the type of test performed, etc.
As mentioned previously, the TaaS result database will have the same structure (Figure 17) independent of
what the used tools are, and UCs data needs to fit in this structure (Figure 18). This PostgreSQL database is
hosted by the 5G VINNI facility site and the KPI-VS will retrieve data (and store them in data collector) when
needed.

Figure 17: 5G VINNI Norway TaaS PostgreSQL Database Schema
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Figure 18: 5G VINNI Norway TaaS PostgreSQL Database Snapshot

Currently, only UCs 1.3, 1.5, 3.5 and 3.6 are planned to integrate with the 5G VINNI Norway PostgreSQL
database and utilize it for sharing the relevant network and application-level data. The rest of the UCs related
to VINNI Norway (3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) will utilise the same approach by sharing the relevant network-level data. In
the cases where UCs application data is collected by measurement tools managed by the TaaS, the data are
stored into the PostgreSQL database in the same way as are the network data. Following the integration
process, those data will then be retrieved by the VS data-collector.
The integration activities with the VINNI Norway project are continues and as the process progresses, more
detailed information about this integration will be available for all relevant UCs in the future releases of this
deliverable D3.2x.

4.1.3

5G-EVE

5G EVE infrastructure is the facility proposed to provide field trial connectivity to the LL2 use cases. In Figure 19
below a detailed-level representation of the framework used in 5G-EVE infrastructure to handle the
experiment test and validation (a detailed description of each block is provided in 5G-EVE D5.223) is shown.
The “Experiment Life Cycle Manager” (ELM) and the “Experiment Execution Manager” (EEM) compose the
“Experiment Automation Framework” already briefly described in the deliverable 5G-SOLUTIONS D3.1B24. Once
each test case is finished, the EEM triggers on the “Results Analysis and Validation” (RAV) module for the
evaluation of the results, this means:




Calculating the KPI from raw metric provided by Data Collection Manager
Validating the test results with PASSED or FAILED
Generating a test report

The “Data Collection Manager” (DCM) receives metric information from the infrastructure, the software
architecture of the DCM is based on the Apache Kafka Bus which is a well-known publish-subscribe tool that
acts as a bus, being able to manage and send data to different applications connected to it. Subscribing on a

23

5G-EVE deliverable D5.2 “Model-based testing framework” https://zenodo.org/record/3628341#.YUGgkLgzaUk
5G-SOLUTIONS deliverable D3.1B “KPI Visualisation System Specifications and Design (v2.0)”
https://5gsolutionsproject.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/D3_1B_KPI_Visualisation_System_Specifications_and_Design_v2.7_28Apr2020-APPART.pdf
24
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specific Kafka topic allows the reception of system KPI and performance associated with the topic. The
subscription is allowed only to the module of 5G EVE platform.

Figure 19: 5G EVE Test & Validation framework architecture

The “Results Analysis and Validation” (RAV) module exploits information notified by the DCM to determine the
correctness of each executed experiment, validate the test result and provide the report. This module exposes
an internal API towards the other platform entities in order to provide them with operational control. This API
includes a list of topics for subscription in order to select the KPI for the validation process and the information
contained in the final report log file.
The topic subscription at the “Data Collection Manager” (DCM) is used by the 5G EVE Visualization tools to
show system performance. In order to allow external application to collect information on the infrastructure
performance a coordination with 5G-EVE project is required asking for the exposure of an external API (for
example enabling the topic subscription or the access to some log files).
Since all the LL2 UCs will use the 5G EVE infrastructure not only to test the 5G network, but also to host the
VMs, whenever a new LL2 experiment is started (or stopped) within the 5G EVE portal, the experiment
communicates to the 5G SOLUTIONS an experiment-id to be used to query the 5G EVE framework in order to
gather the network KPIs for the given experiment. The VMs hosted in the 5G EVE portal, will communicate
directly with the 5G SOLUTIONS by proper APIs (see section 4.2.2 for further details) the application specific
KPIs.
Currently, the coordination between 5G-SOLUTIONS and 5G-EVE has been finalized and tested during the
UC2.1 and UC2.2 field trials. For these use cases the KPI-VS collects and filters the data from 5G-EVE
immediately after the stop of the experiment. The filtering is performed based on the time window of the
experiment.
In order to retrieve data from the 5G-EVE facility the KPI-VS uses the following provided API mentioned in Table
24, Table 25 and Table 26.
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Table 24 5G- EVE Login

HTTP Method

POST

URI

https://portal.5g-eve.eu/portal/rbac/login

Request Body

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

email

String

The user’s email

password

String

The user’s password

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

access_token

String

The authorization token (Bearer)

refresh_token

String

The refresh token

username

String

The logged in username

Response Body

Successful
HTTP response 200 REQUEST SUCCESSFUL
code

Table 25 5G-EVE Retrieve topics of an experimentation id

HTTP Method

GET

URI

https://portal.5g-eve.eu/portal/dcs/topics/{experimentation_id}
Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A Bearer authorization token.

Parameter Name

Parameter Type

Description

experimentation_id

String

A 5G-EVE’s experimentation id

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

Topics

Array

An array of objects

Headers

URI Parameters

Response Body
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{ “topic” : <string> }
Successful
HTTP response 200 REQUEST SUCCESSFUL
code

Table 26 5G-EVE Get topic data belonging to an experimentation id

HTTP Method

GET

URI

https://portal.5g-eve.eu/portal/dcs/topics/{experimentation_id}/{topic}
Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A Bearer authorization token.

Parameter Name

Parameter Type

Descriptiosn

experimentation_id

String

A 5G-EVE’s experimentation id

topic

String

A topic from the values returned by the API
mentioned in Table 25.

Parameter Name

Parameter Type

Description

from

Integer

The index of the record to request

size

Integer

The requested data size

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

Headers

URI Parameters

Request Body

Response Body
data

Array

An array of objects:
{
"device_id": <string>
"timestamp": <utc timestamp>,
"unit": <string>,
"device_timestamp": <utc timestamp>,
"context": <string>,
"value": <double> }

Successful
HTTP response 200 REQUEST SUCCESSFUL
code
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4.1.4

5G Private Nodes

The self-contained nodes will also provide metrics and KPI’s but there will be no database to record historical
data. Live data will be available and exposed to 3rd parties via NETDATA REST API, in a similar way that VNF’s
expose data in the cloud. This data will be collected by the KPI-VS directly from the 5G node. The setup can be
seen in Figure 20:

Figure 20: Integration with the 5G self-contained nodes

4.2 Integration with the vertical industries applications
Application-related intent-based declarative API (see API D in Figure 10) aims to enable the interfacing of new
services to the 5G interworking layer. This type of API will describe the desired system behaviour and will meet
3rd party developers’ demand for agile, economical end-to-end services and application delivery through 5G,
by delivering benefits including ease of use, automation of complex logic, portability, multi-vendor
interoperability, scalability, etc.
This section is organized into four sub-sections each one addressing each of the four Living Labs within the
scope of the project. In each living lab, use cases that have progressed up to M28 and their integration flow are
described with UML diagrams and integration data format wherever available.
Currently the overall status of the integration between the KPI-VS and the use cases can be seen in Table 27.
Table 27: KPI VS integration status for application KPIs

Use Case

Status

UC1.1
UC1.2
UC1.3
UC1.4
UC1.5

Complete
Complete
Pending
Pending
Pending

UC2.1

Complete

UC2.2

Complete

UC2.3

Pending
Under
Implementation
Pending
Pending
Complete

UC3.1
UC3.2
UC3.3
UC3.4
© 5G Solutions, 2021

Comments

This has 3 test cases and currently only 1 has been
tested. The others are expected to have similar
integration flow thus no deviation is expected here.
This has 3 test cases and currently only 1 has been
tested. The others are expected to have similar
integration flow thus no deviation is expected here.
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UC3.5
UC3.6
UC4.1
UC4.2
UC4.3
UC4.4
UC4.5
UC4.6

4.2.1

Pending
Pending
Complete
Pending / Under
discussion
with
ICOM (new partner
in consortium)
Complete
Complete
Under
Implementation
Complete

Factories of the Future Living Lab (LL1)

Currently, information on the integration with the first two use cases of this living lab are available, namely
“UC1.1 - Time-critical process optimization inside digital factories” and “UC1.2 – Non-time-critical
communication inside the factory”.
UC1.1 - Time-critical process optimization inside digital factories
This use case will run within the Procter & Gamble factory in Brussels utilizing a private 5G node. All data will
be collected into an internal PostgreSQL database from which the KPI Visualisation System will retrieve the
data directly via remote database queries. The complete flow of the integration is shown below in Figure 21.

Figure 21: LL1 UC1.1 dataflow
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According to the above flow, the application will consume a REST API provided by the KPI VS in order to inform
of a test case initiation and termination (see 4.3.2). This will allow for the KPI Visualisation System to have
knowledge of the time window for which it should retrieve the network data from the 5G private.
Furthermore, the application KPIs will be uploaded to the cloud via a REST API, provided by the KPI-VS. The
data included in the REST request will be in JSON format. The requests’ body is demonstrated in Table 28.
Table 28: LL1 UC1.1 Business KPI request/response

HTTP
Method

POST

URI

/5gsolutions/data-collector/livinglab/LL1/usecase/UC1/kpi
Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid Basic authorization token corresponding to the UC.

Headers
Parameter
type

Description

project

JSON Object

A JSON object of the format:
{
"name": "...",
"description": "...",
"id": "...",
"status": "…"
}
This field contains the information about the executed
project.

date

Datetime

The timestamp of the test

name

String

The name

endReason

String

The end reason of the test

JSON Object

A JSON object that contains information about the test. A
JSON sample:
{
"call": "helloworld.Greeter.SayHello",
"proto": "../../testdata/greeter.proto",
"host": "0.0.0.0:50051",
"n": 200,
"c": 50,
"timeout": 20000000000,
"dialTimeout": 10000000000,
"data": {
"name": "Joe"
},
"binary": false,

Parameter name

Request
Body

options
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"insecure": true,
"CPUs": 8,
"name": "Greeter SayHello"
}

count

Integer

The total number of the KPI measurements contained in
details Json array field

total

Integer

The summation of the KPI measurement values

average

Double

The average KPI measurement value

fastest

Double

The fastest KPI measurement value

slowest

Double

The slowest KPI measurement value

rps

Double

The rps value

JSON Object

The error distribution of the KPI measurements. The
possible JSON values are:
{
"rpc error: code = Internal desc = Internal error.": 5,
"rpc error: code = PermissionDenied desc =
Permission denied.": 4,
"rpc error: code = Unavailable desc = Service
unavailable.": 1
}

errorDistribution

statusCodeDistribution JSON Object

latencyDistribution

histogram

© 5G Solutions, 2021

The status code distribution of the KPI measurements.
The possible JSON values are:
{
"Unavailable": 1,
"PermissionDenied": 4,
"OK": 90,
"Internal": 5
}

JSON Array

The latency distribution of the KPI measurements. Each
object of the array is of format:
{
"percentage": …(Integer),
"latency": …(Long value)
}

JSON Array

The histogram values. Each JSON object is of format:
{
"mark": …(Double),
"count": …(Integer),
"frequency": … (Double)
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}

Response
Body

details

JSON Array

This field contains the KPI measurements. Each
measurement is of format:
{
"timestamp": … (Timestamp),
"latency": … (Long value),
"error": … (String)
"status": … (String)
}

Parameter name

Parameter
type

Description

status

String

The status of the response

Successful
HTTP
200 REQUEST SUCCESSFUL
response
code
Failed
HTTP
response
code

400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR

UC1.2 – Non-time-critical communication inside the factory
The application will consume a REST API, provided by the KPI Visualization system, in order for the latter to be
informed about the initiation and termination of a test case. Moreover, the application KPI’s will be uploaded
to the cloud via a POST REST request provided by the KPI Visualization System. The data included in the above
request will be in JSON format. The complete flow of the integration is shown below in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: LL1 UC1.2 dataflow

The content of the JSON request is described in tables Table 29 and Table 30.
Table 29: LL1 UC1.2 Business KPI request/response

HTTP Method

POST

URI

/5gsolutions/data-collector/livinglab/LL1/usecase/UC2/attributeinstances
Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid Basic authorization token corresponding to
the UC.

Headers

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

AttributeInstances

JSON Array

An JSON array containing Attribute instances

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

status

String

The status of the response

Request Body

Response Body
Successful
HTTP response 200 REQUEST SUCCESSFUL
code
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Failed
HTTP
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR
response code

Table 30: LL1 UC1.2 Attribute Instance

Attribute Instance
Parameter name
Id
ParentId
RootId
AttributeTime
InstanceNo
Deleted
Value

Parameter type
Integer
Integer
Integer
Datetime
Integer
Boolean
Double

Attribute

JSON Object

Unit

JSON Object

Description
The attribute instance Id
The parent id
The root Id
Timestamp
The number of the instance
If the value is deleted or not
The value of the KPI measurement
A JSON object, which contains the information about the KPI.
A JSON format sample is demonstrated below:
{
"Id":… (Integer),
"ParentId":… (Integer),
"AttributeName":… (String),
"Description":… (String),
"AttributeDataType":.. (Integer)
}
If the description contains the identifier NetworkKPI, then this
KPI corresponds to a network metric. If the description
contains the identifier ApplicationKPI, then this KPI
corresponds to an application metric.
A JSON object, which contains the information about the KPI’s
unit. A JSON format sample is demonstrated below:
{
"Id":… (Integer),
"ParentId":… (Integer),
" UnitName":… (String),
"Description":… (String)
}

4.2.2 Energy Living Lab (LL2)
The Energy Living Lab includes three use cases designed around the idea of smart energy: namely UC 2.1 on
“Industrial Demand Side Management”, UC 2.2 on “Electric Vehicle Smart Charging” and UC 2.3 on “Electric
network frequency stability”.
Most of the LL2 use cases have progressed in the definition of APIs and Interfaces design & development, in
particular:





Use case 2.1, test case 1, progressed on the message sequence chart and API specification;
Use case 2.1, test case 3, progressed on the message sequence chart and API specification;
Use case 2.2, test case 3, progressed on the message sequence chart and API specification;
Use case 2.3, test case 3, progressed on API specification;
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It is worth noting that the LL2 UCs have been defined and described in detail in 5G-SOLUTIONS D2.4A25. In the
message sequence charts of each LL2 use case, it is possible to identify 3 common communication phases:
1. One time initialization: it is common to all the test cases. Each test case must be setup providing the
target sites (e.g., the 5G Turin facility of 5G EVE) with proper VNF/NSD configuration and the related
service specification;
2. Starting experiment: this phase deals with the possibility, for any experimenter, to start a new
experiment, informing both the use case related components (e.g., the remote controller), as well as
the project related components (the CDSO). This communication block is common to all the test cases,
but the elements involved can vary for test case to test case;
3. Stopping experiment: this phase is common to all the test cases. It deals with the needed
communications to stop the experiment informing both the use case related components (e.g., the
remote controller), as well as the project related components (the CDSO).
It is worth noting that all the LL2 uses cases will be hosted in the 5G-EVE facilities and managed by means of its
web portal. Thus, each Start and Stop sequence of a given experiment needs to pass to the CDSO an
experiment-id that identifies uniquely, within the 5G-EVE facility the exact experiment to be controlled and
monitored. Each use case presents one or more steps between the starting and the stopping experiment
phases. Some use case can also present a post experiment phase.

25

5G-SOLUTIONS deliverable D2.4A “LLs planning, setup, operational management handbook (initial version)”
https://5gsolutionsproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/5G-SOLUTIONS_D2.8_D2.4A-Final_30062020.pdf
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UC 2.1 - Industrial Demand Side Management - Test Case 1

Figure 23: LL2 UC2.1 - Test Case 1 dataflow

The sequence diagram in Figure 23 represents the message exchanges between the different components of
the architecture of the UC 2.1, in particular, For Test Case 2.1_1:







Experimenter is represented by the Use Case owner (IREN);
5G-EVE block represents the 5G infrastructure offered by the 5G-EVE Turin Test Site;
Transmission System Operator (TSO) is the party in charge of sending Dispatching Orders (BDE) coming
from the Energy Market to the Aggregator and to check that the BDE is properly actuated;
RTU (Remote Terminal Unit) is the Aggregator Unit in charge of managing the Remote Management
Control Units (RMCUs);
Master Control Agent is the Control Service Provider (CSP) backend that is in charge of communicating
with the RTU and of managing the Local Control Agents;
the Local Control Agent is the CSP entity in charge of computing, in a distributed way and with the other
Local Control Agents and the Master Control Agent, the active demand product composition for the
Aggregator Virtual Power Plant (VPP);
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the RMCU is the Aggregator entity in charge of monitoring power consumptions and actuating commands
on the electric loads directly connected to it (e.g., TC 2.1_1 the Heat Pump);
the KPI Visualization System represents the 5G-Solutions KPI Visualization System

For a detailed and complete description of this communications sequence diagram, refer to D2.8 - D2.4A: “LLs
planning, setup, operational management handbook”.
In the following Table 31, the “Business KPI” request/response API is defined in detail.
Table 31: LL2 UC2.1 test case 2.1_1 Business KPI request/response

HTTP Method

POST

URI

/5gsolutions/data-collector/livinglab/LL2/usecase/UC1/testcase/tc1/kpi
Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid Basic authorization token corresponding to the UC.

Headers
Parameter
name

Request Body

Response Body

Parameter type Description

actuation_time Int

Time (in ms) passed between the instant when a
command setpoint is given and the instant when the
setpoint is acknowledged.

plant_uuid

String

UUID string identifying the plant under actuation control

timestamp

Int

Unix timestamp (in ms)

Parameter
name

Parameter type

Description

N/A

N/A

N/A

Successful HTTP
200 REQUEST SUCCESSFUL
response code
Failed
HTTP
400 BAD REQUEST, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 500 INTERNAL ERROR
response code

UC 2.1 - Industrial Demand Side Management - Test Case 3
The sequence diagram in Figure 24 represents the message exchanges between the different components of
the architecture of the UC 2.1, in particular for Test Case 2.1_3:





Experimenter is represented by the Use Case owner (IREN);
5G-EVE block represents the 5G infrastructure offered by the 5G-EVE Turin Test Site;
Transmission System Operator (TSO) is the party in charge of sending Dispatching Orders (BDE) coming
from the Energy Market to the Aggregator and to check that the BDE is properly actuated;
Remote controller is a (virtualizable/dockerisable) software module in charge of applying for a reactive
disconnection for black-out avoidance in real time exploiting the ultra-low latency communication with the
Proof-of-concept block offered by the 5G network;
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Proof of concept (PoC) is a physical (hardware + software) component in charge of energy sensors
monitoring and of applying locally the switch/breaker actuations commanded by the Remote controller
block;
KPI Visualization System (KPI VS) is the 5G-Solutions KPI Visualization System

For a detailed and complete description of this message sequence chart, refer to D2.8 - D2.4A: “LLs planning,
setup, operational management handbook”.
With reference to the “Running experiment” and the “Post experiment” blocks, it is worth to note that two
types of KPI will be sent to the KPI VS:



Business KPI: these are the test-case, application-specific KPIs
Network KPI: these are the test-case, 5G network specific KPIs

The set of Business KPIs will be available on-line in real time during the experiment execution while the
Network KPIs will be available off-line after that the experiment execution has terminated.
In Figure 24, an updated dataflow is reported, updating and substituting the dataflow reported in section
4.5.3.3 - UC Integrations of Deliverable D3.1B. With reference to the dataflow reported in Figure 24, the “LL2
TC2.1_3 KPI” APIs will be specified.

Figure 24: LL2 UC2.1 - Test Case 3 dataflow
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In the following Table 32, the “Business KPI” request/response API is defined in detail.
Table 32: LL2 UC2.1 test case 2.1_3 Business KPI request/response

HTTP Method

POST

URI

/5gsolutions/data-collector/livinglab/LL2/usecase/UC1/testcase/tc3/kpi
Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid Basic authorization token corresponding to the
UC.

Headers

Parameter name

Parameter
type

Description

disconnection_time Int

Time (in ms) needed to avoid blackout caused by an
overcurrent

connection_type

String

Represents the connection between the PoC and the
Remote controller (e.g. 4G, 5G)

String

Represents the deployment strategy of the remote
controller (e.g. cloud, VNF or MEC)

plant_uuid

String

UUID string identifying the plant under overcurrent
control

timestamp

Int

Unix timestamp (in ms)

Parameter name

Parameter
type

Description

N/A

N/A

N/A

Request Body
deployment_type

Response Body

Successful HTTP
200 REQUEST SUCCESSFUL
response code
Failed
HTTP
400 BAD REQUEST, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 500 INTERNAL ERROR
response code
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UC 2.2 - Electric Vehicle Smart Charging

Figure 25: LL2 UC2.2 dataflow
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The above sequence diagram in Figure 25 represents the message exchanges between the components
belonging to the UC2.2 architecture. In particular the following component are considered:









Experimenter represents UC2.2 owner (IREN);
5G-EVE block represents the 5G infrastructure offered by the 5G-EVE Turin Test Site;
Transmission System Operator is in charge to send Dispatching Orders for the Load Areas belonging to the
Charging Point Operator (CPO) in case of network imbalances;
E-Mobility Platform is a CPO platform that manages all the Charging Stations of the CPO
Mobile Control Agent is the Control Service Provider (CSP) backend and communicates to the E-Mobility
Platform to send Schedulings for Charging Station and to be notified of new Charging Sessions (Charging
Requests); moreover, it is in charge of managing the Local Control Agents
Local Control Agent belongs to the CSP and are in charge of computing the Schedulings in a distributed
way with the other Local Control Agents and with the Master Control Agent;
Charging Station is the CPO hardware capable of charging an Electric Vehicle according to IEC 61851
standards
KPI Visualization System is represented by the 5G-Solutions Visualization System

For detailed and complete description of this message sequence chart, refer to D2.8 - D2.4A: “LLs planning,
setup, operational management handbook”.
UC 2.2 - Electric Vehicle Smart Charging – Test Case 3
For this test case the application will consume a REST API, provided by the KPI Visualization system, in order for
the latter to be informed about the initiation and termination of a test case. Using the same approach, namely
via a REST API, provided by the KPI Visualization System, the application KPI’s will be uploaded to the cloud.
The data included in the above request will be in JSON format. The integration flow is demonstrated in Figure
26
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Figure 26: LL2 UC2.2 - Test Case 3 integration flow

The “Business KPIs” request/response API is defined in detail in tables Table 33 - Table 35:

Table 33: LL2 UC2 test case 2.2_3 Business KPI request/response

HTTP
Method

POST

URI

/5gsolutions/data-collector/livinglab/LL2/usecase/UC2/testcase/TC3/kpi
Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid Basic authorization token
corresponding to the UC.

Headers

Parameter name
Request
Body

failed_communications

© 5G Solutions, 2021

Parameter type

Description

Integer

Sum of all communications between
Master Control Agent and Local
Control Agents that are timed-out in
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the last sampling time

Integer

Sum of all the communications
exchanged between Master Control
Agent and Local Control Agents in
the last sampling time

power_deviation

Double <optional>

Percentage of deviation between EV
aggregated power and reference
power. In case this parameter is not
sent, the default value is None (so it
should not be printed out in the VS)

soc_errors

List
soc_errors_element

session_powers

Dictionary of active EV charging
List
of sessions and relative EV power
session_powers_element values (in kW). The dimension of the
list can be even 0

total_communications

Response
Body

Dictionary of active EV charging
of sessions and relative EV SoC error
values (in kWh). The dimension of
the list can be even 0

aggregated_power_fluctuations

Double
<optional>

Fluctuation of aggregated power
with respect to the aggregated
power of the previous time sample
in kW/s. In case this parameter is
not sent, the default value is
None(so it should not be printed out
in the VS)

timestamp

Integer

Unix timestamp (in ms).

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

status

String

The status of the response

Successful
HTTP
200 REQUEST SUCCESSFUL
response
code
Failed
HTTP
response
code

400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR

Table 34: LL2 UC2 test case 2.2_3 soc_errors_element

Name
© 5G Solutions, 2021

Type

Description
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session_id

String

Session unique id

soc_error

Double

Error in kWh between reference SoC and actual SoC for the specified session_id

Table 35: LL2 UC2 test case 2.2_3 session_powers_element

Name

Type

Description

sessions_id

String

Session unique id

power

Double

Power in kW absorbed by the specified session_id

UC 2.3 - Electric network frequency stability
The above sequence diagram in Figure 27 represents the message exchanges between the components
belonging to the UC2.3 architecture. In particular the following component are considered:










Experimenter represents UC2.2 owner (IREN);
5G-EVE block represents the 5G infrastructure offered by the 5G-EVE Turin Test Site;
Transmission System Operator is in charge to send Dispatching Orders for the Load Areas belonging to the
Charging Point Operator (CPO) in case of network imbalances;
E-Mobility Platform is a CPO platform that manages all the Charging Stations of the CPO
Master Control Agent is in charge of computing the Scheduling for charging sessions given a set of
Measurements (given by the E-Mobility Platform) and of notifying the E-Mobility Platform for new charging
sessions; moreover, it is in charge to interact with the 5G-Solutions KPI Visualization System, sending
relevant technical and business KPIs;
Master Charging Station is the charging station equipped with the Frequency meter;
Slave Charging Station is a charging station connected to the Master Charing Station equipped with the
Frequency meter;
KPI Visualization System is represented by the 5G-Solutions Visualization System

For detailed and complete description of this message sequence chart, refer to D2.8 - D2.4A: “LLs planning,
setup, operational management handbook”.
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Figure 27: LL2 UC2.3 dataflow

UC 2.3 - Electric network frequency stability - Test Case 3
The integration method between KPI-VS and the UC2.3.3 is the same as the other implemented test cases of
Living Lab 2. Namely, the KPI-VS collects data via a REST-API. With reference to UC2.3 dataflow (shown in
Figure 27), the following Table 36 defines in details the “Business KPI” request/response API:
Table 36: LL2 UC3 test case 2.3_3 Business KPI request/response

HTTP
Method

POST

URI

/5gsolutions/data-collector/livinglab/LL2/usecase/UC3/testcase/TC3/kpi
Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid Basic authorization
token corresponding to the UC.

Headers

Request

Parameter name

© 5G Solutions, 2021

Parameter type

Description
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Body

Response
Body
Successful
HTTP
response
code

frequency_deviations List of frequency_deviation_element

Frequency
deviations
experienced in the interested
period

session_powers

List of session_powers_element

Dictionary of active EV
charging sessions and relative
EV power values. The
dimension of the list can be
even 0

aggregated_powers

List
of Aggregated load area charging
aggregated_session_powers_element during the interested period.

timestamp

Integer

Unix timestamp (in ms).

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

status

String

The status of the response

200 REQUEST SUCCESSFUL

Failed HTTP
response
400 BAD REQUEST, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 500 INTERNAL ERROR
code

Table 37: LL2 UC3 test case 2.3_3 session_powers_element

Name

Type

Description

session_id

String

Session unique id

time

String

UTC Timestamp with format ‘yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS’

frequency_deviati
on

frequency_deviatio
n_element

Error in Hz between reference network frequency (50 Hz) and actual
network frequency received by the charging station at specific time

power

Double

Power in kW absorbed by the specified session_id

Table 38: LL2 UC3 test case 2.3_3 frequency_deviation_element

Name
time

Type
String

frequency_devi Double

© 5G Solutions, 2021

Description
UTC Timestamp with format ‘yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS’
Error in Hz between reference network frequency (50 Hz) and actual
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ation

network frequency

Table 39: LL2 UC3 test case 2.3_3 aggregated_session_powers_element

Name

Type

Description

time

String

UTC Timestamp with format ‘yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS’

power

Double

Power absorbed in kW

An initial design of the integration flow is demonstrated in Figure 28.

Figure 28: LL2 UC2.3 - Test Case 3 integration flow

4.2.3 Smart Cities and Ports Living Lab (LL3)
The Smart Cities & Ports Living Lab (LL3) includes six use cases clustered around the concepts of smart cities
and ports. There are 4 smart cities use cases which are: UC3.1 “Intelligent Street Lighting”, UC3.2 “Smart
Parking”, UC3.3 Smart City Co-creation” and UC3.4 “Smart Buildings & Campus”. The two remaining use cases
are intended to implement smart ports, namely UC3.5 “Autonomous Assets and Logistics in Smart Ports”, and
UC3.6 “Port Safety – Monitor & Detect Irregular Sounds”. A selected subset of these UCs is currently in the
design phase with plans to implement the first version in the first cycle of trials ending M25. The selected UCs
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for the cycle 1 are UC3.1 and UC3.4, with design and development work progressing for the remaining UCs in
LL3.
UC3.1 – Intelligent Street Lighting
The design of UC3.1 and more specifically, the dataflow is depicted in Figure 29.

Figure 29: LL3 Use case 3.1 dataflow

The integration of this UC with the KPI VS is simple enough since it is limited to the updates of the accumulated
data (interaction point 1 in Figure 29) about the UC through the REST API provided by the KPI VS and described
in Table 40 below. The notifications about the start and stop events of the UC runs is handled by the CDSO as
specified in section 4.3. The application data consists of information pushed from streetlight cells, which in the
context of UC3.1 are a grouping of several streetlights constituting a grid. This data will be formatted as a JSON
file and will be pushed to the KPI VS through the REST API defined in Table 40 below.
Table 40: Data Collector - UC3.1 Upload

HTTP Method
URI

Request Body

© 5G Solutions, 2021

POST
/5gsolutions/data-collector/livinglab/LL3/usecase/UC1/upload
Parameter Name
Parameter Type
Description
The JSON file that it will be
file
Multipart file
uploaded in the KPI visualization
system.
The username of the account
username
String
responsible for uploading JSON
files, containing application KPIs
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data.

password

String

The password of the account
responsible for uploading JSON
files, containing application KPIs
data

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

status

String

The status of the response

Response body
Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code

The data in question will contain the information about individual streetlight cells, or the aggregated
information from a cluster of cells that is pushed from the master node. Table 41 and Table 42 respectively
describe this information:
Table 41: Cell information format

StreetLightCellInfo
currentNumberOfActiveLights
currentNumberOfActiveMovements
currentAverageIlluminance
todayActiveTime

Type
integer
integer
Float (in lux)
Integer (in s)

Table 42: Master node aggregated cell information format

StreetLightMasterInfo
currentTotalNumberOfActiveLights
currentTotalNumberOfActiveMovements
currentTotalAverageIlluminance
todayTotalActiveTime
todayTotalPowerConsumption
For every cell
cellID
averagePingToCell
averagePingFromCell
powerConsumptionToday
lastCellInfo

Type
integer
integer
Float (in lux)
Integer (in s)
Integer (in kwh)
string
Integer (in ms)
Integer (in ms)
Integer (in kwh)
StreetLightCellInfo

The notification of the user about the reception of the UC data from the KPI VS is performed directly through
the web-based environment which will allow the user to visualise and interact directly with the KPI VS.

UC3.2 – Smart Parking
The design and development of this UC has progressed as well. The dataflow, as far as this UC is concerned, is
demonstrated in Figure 30 below:
© 5G Solutions, 2021
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Figure 30: LL3 Use case 3.2 dataflow

The integration of this UC with the KPI VS is similar to UC3.1 above. From the dataflow in Figure 30, the
application will send the accumulated application data to the KPI Visualization System via a REST API (provided
by the latter), sending information from parking cameras. The data sent to KPI VS will be in JSON format and
will be sent after the execution of the experiment. Currently for the UC3.2 both application and network
related data are collected during a set of trials, performed, while the integration on visualising the results in the
KPI VS are ongoing and planned to be completed during Cycle 2.
UC3.4 – Smart Buildings/Smart Campus
UC3.4 design has been drafted and already reported in section 4.5.3.3 – UC Integrations of Deliverable D3.1B.
For reference, UC3.4 dataflow is reported and the integration with the vertical application is detailed in Figure
31 below.
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Figure 31: LL3 Use case 3.4 phase 1 of deployment dataflow

In the above Figure 31, the interaction of the vertical application with the KPI-VS occurs in four different
instances and is initiated from two different locations, referred to here as IBM Campus (frontend application
hosted in the User Equipment), and the IBM Cloud (backend application).
The vertical application will consume a REST API provided by the KPI-VS, so as to inform the latter about the
initiation or termination of a test case (interactions 1 and 4). The information regarding the REST endpoint is
presented in section 4.3.2.
When a file is pushed to the KPI -VS, a process takes place in order to:
a) Identify in which stored test case the content of the log belongs to and
b) Assign the data accordingly to the appropriate test case (interaction 2).
The information about the REST endpoint, used for the uploading procedure of the CSV log files into the KPI-VS
is demonstrated in the Table 43 below.

Table 43: Data Collector - UC3.4 Upload

HTTP Method
URI

© 5G Solutions, 2021

POST
/5gsolutions/data-collector/livinglab/LL3/usecase/UC4/upload
/* for the application KPIs*/
/5gsolutions/data-collector/livinglab/LL3/usecase/UC4/uploadNet
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Headers
Response body

/* for the network KPIs*/
Header Name

Header Type

Authorization

String

Parameter name
status

Parameter type
String

Description
A valid Basic authorization token
corresponding to the UC.
Description
The status of the response

Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code

It is worth mentioning that sending the network/application data to the KPI-VS crosses over three main steps.
First the KPI-VS receives a “START” notification message from the analytical server when the experimental test
is launched. For the network KPIs, the analytical server then sends a CSV file to the KPI-VS every 5-10 mins
containing the network KPIs of the preceding 5-10 mins for real time presentation and visualization. The CSV
itself stores the various network KPIs in a given format based on pre-processing and computations conducted
on raw network metrics collected from the base station every 5-10 secs, i.e., the granularity of collecting these
KPIs is 5-10 secs. Finally, the analytical server sends a “STOP” notification to the KPI-VS when the running
experiment is terminated. The same steps apply for the application/technical KPIs, however, the frequency of
CSV file transmission to the KPI-VS and the rate at which the application KPIs are collected/computed might
differ. In general, application KPIs will be collected less frequent than the network KPIs, e.g., they will be
calculated every 1-2 minutes before being written to a CSV file.
That said, the file included in the REST call in Table 43 will include either the list of the UC network KPIs
described in Table 44 or the UC application KPIs presented in Table 45 below. Importantly, these network and
application KPIs respectively are tentatively the final set of KPIs that we aim to obtain and send to the KPI-VS
for real time presentation and visualization.
Table 44: UC 3.4 log file data format for network metrics

Parameter
Timestamp
UE ID

Type
Datetime
String

Status

String

UE data rate
UE latency

Float
Float

Reliability

Float

Description
The timestamp of the start of the reporting period
A unique identifier for each User Equipment (UE) in the UC
Status of the UE (active, dormant or inactive) at the start of the
reporting period
Average data rate recorded at the UE level for the reporting period
Average latency recorded at the UE level for the reported period
Calculated as a percentage of the average successful transmissions
over a period of time

Table 45: UC 3.4 log file data format for application KPIs

Parameter
Timestamp
UE ID

Type
Datetime
Integer

Battery level

Float

Expected lifespan

String

Next
servicing
Date
needed by
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Description
The timestamp of the start of the reporting period
A unique identifier for each user equipment (UE) in the UC
The battery level of the UE recorded at the start of the reporting
period
The expected lifespan of a UE before its battery runs out at the start
of the reporting period
An estimation of the time remaining before the next servicing round
recorded at the start of the reporting period
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Positioning
accuracy

Float

Positioning accuracy of the UE compared to the ground truth value

Service availability

Float

Aggregate service availability in % over a period defined by a sliding
window

In the sequel, we elaborate on the first step towards carrying out the integration with the KPI-VS, specifically,
collecting the network metrics from the base station, mapping them to the network/application KPIs, and
finally, sending them to the KPI-VS. Let us first start by giving an overview on the main components of the 5G
base station and the API server/client interaction for collecting the various network metrics from the base
station. In detail, the 5G base station can deliver raw network metrics related to its main components, which
are as follows: mobility management entity (MME), e-NodB (ENB), user equipment (UE), and intelligent media
subsystem (IMS). These various metrics of the base station main components can be accessed via a remote API,
where protocol used is WebSocket as defined in RFC 6455 26. Particularly, the base station acts as a WebSocket
server providing telemetry data of its components whereas a Python-based WebSocket client is developed and
hosted on our analytical server. The base station uses the same IP address (localhost server = '127.0.0.1') when
delivering the telemetry data of the aforementioned components but through different logical ports, namely,
ports 9000 for MME, 9001 for ENB, 9002 for UE, and 9003 for IMS.
Messages exchanged between WebSocket client and the base station (acting as a WebSocket server) are in
strict JSON format. Each exchanged message between the client and its server is represented by an object.
Multiple messages can be sent to the server using an array of message objects. Time and delay values are
floating number in seconds. There are three particular types of exchanged messages between the WebSocket
client and server, namely:




Request: This message is sent by the client. The common definition of this message includes Message,
which is a string representing the type of message, message ID, and start and absolute times.
Response: This message sent by server after any request message has been processed. The common
definition of this message includes Message, which is the same string as in the request, message ID, and
time number representing time in seconds.
Events: This message is sent by server on its own initiative. The common definition of this message
includes Message, which is a string denoting the event name, and time number representing time in
seconds.

Having explained the format of messages exchanged between the WebSocket API server and its client hosted
on the analytical server, we next focus mainly on the specific message we initially use to obtain sample metrics
and network KPIs from the base station for real time visualization on the KPI-VS. The WebSocket client first
sends the following message to the WebSocket server: ‘msg = '{"message": "ue_get","stats": true}'. This
message will trigger the base station to send UE-related metrics such as RAN and core IDs of attached UEs, IDs
of the cells serving the UEs, and the statistics of each severing cell, e.g., data rate and signal-to-noise-ratio
(SNR). Table 46 below presents a sample of these metrics, their descriptions, and their data format. These
represent the most important set of metrics for UC3.4 scenarios so far, which will be leveraged throughout the
project to calculate/obtain the various network/application KPIs. More specifically, the specific metrics in Table
46 below will be mapped to their respective network KPIs of Table 44.
Table 46: UC 3.4 log file data format for raw network metrics

Parameter
Timestamp

26

Type
Datetime

Description

Network KPI/metric
--

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6455
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UE ID

Integer

Status

String

Cell ID

String

Downlink bitrate
Uplink bitrate

Float
Float

PUCCH SNR

Float

Downlink MCS

Float

Uplink MCS

Float

The timestamp of the start of the reporting
period
Integer ID for the cell UEs
Status of the UE (e.g., active, dormant or
inactive) at the start of the reporting period
The set of serving cells, which can be one or
multiple cells based on the setup
Downlink bitrate in Mbits per seconds
Uplink bitrate in Mbits per seconds
Physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) signalto-noise-ratio (SNR)
Average downlink modulation coding scheme
(MCS)
Average uplink MCS

---Network KPI
Network KPI
metric to be mapped to a
network KPI
metric to be mapped to a
network KPI
metric to be mapped to a
network KPI

The “Network KPI/metric” column of Table 46 shows which network metrics will be mapped to the network
KPIs, and which ones are direct network KPIs. Noticeably, a few of these metrics are considered as network
KPIs such as uplink and downlink data rates. In contrast, other metrics from the base station such as SNR and
average MCS will be the basis to calculate network KPIs such as coverage probability and reliability, etc. As
such, this table of the base station metrics will be eventually mapped to the complete set of network KPIs
shown in Table 46.
At the time of this writing, we tested the integration endpoints between IBM cloud, i.e., analytical server, and
the KPI-VS and all tests were successful as the received responses were {200 OK}. Particularly, the endpoints’
tests were conducted by sending the following: synthetic application data to the KPI-VS in a CSV file format,
real network metrics from the base station (Table 46), and the “START”/” STOP” notifications. Based on that,
IBM could send real-time network KPIs to the KPI-VS to be further utilized and consumed by the (generic)
machine learning analytics part of the KPI-VS. More specifically, IBM is sending a CSV file for the KPIs every 5
minutes. Each files contains 30 KPIs sample as the KPIs are collected from the base station every 10 seconds (10
sec*30 sample, equivalently, 5 mins). IBM will also start testing and sending the application KPIs to the KPI-VS
early in Cycle 2.
Finally, there is also a web-based API for human operators (interaction 3). This will be the web portal provided
by the KPI VS that will be used by application users or human operators to visualise the performance of the
vertical application. The KPI VS will process and present the selected KPIs in various formats including
interactive graphs and illustrations. For example, this portal is used by IBM employees to see the data sent to
the KPI VS and visualize them.

4.2.4 Media/Entertainment Living Lab (LL4)
This Living Lab is designed around the vertical of Media / Entertainment. Currently, information on the
integration procedure is available for the following use cases: UC4.1: Ultra-High-Fidelity media, UC4.3: On-site
Live Event Experience, UC4.4: User & Machine Generated Content and UC4.6: Cooperative Media Production.
UC4.1: Ultra-High-Fidelity media
For this use case, the application KPIs will be retrieved using the SNMP protocol. The integration with the
SNMP protocol is achieved via the Apache Camel SNMP module. The flow concerning the data collection from
the KPI Visualization system, as far as UC4.1 is concerned, is demonstrated in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: LL4 UC4.1 dataflow

At first, the KPI Visualization System will be notified by the CDSO, through a REST API provided by KPI VS,
indicating whether a test of this UC is initiated or terminated. When an experiment starts, a procedure that
periodically retrieves, a) application data via the SNMP protocol and b) network data, is triggered. When the
KPI VS is notified that a test case is stopped, the above collecting procedures are terminated as well. Through
the notification functionality, the Data Collector component will know the time window for which network and
application data of this UC should be retrieved. All the collected data are stored in the KPI-VS database. The
information of the SNMP descriptors of UC4.1 devices, collected by the KPI VS, is shown in Table 47 to Table
49.
Table 47: UC 4.1 EN8090 Encoder

Tandberg EN8090 Encoder
Descriptor
videoBitRate
muxBitRate
muxOnAir

Description
Descriptor to manage Η.264 bitrates
Descriptor to manage MUX output bitrates
Descriptor to manage MUX output start/stop
Table 48: UC4.1 TVIPS TVG420 Encoder

Encoder TVIPS TVG420
Descriptor
vidAsiTxChannelAsiTotalRate
© 5G Solutions, 2021

Description
Descriptor to check MPEG2 total bitrate measured
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on input, i.e with null-packets
Descriptor to check MPEG2 effective bitrate
measured on input.
Descriptor to check total bitrate transmitted on
Ethernet for channel
Descriptor to check the data bitrate transmitted on
Ethernet for channel

vidAsiTxChannelAsiEffectiveRate
vidAsiTxChannelEthernetTotalRate
vidAsiTxChannelEthernetDataRate

Table 49: UC4.1 TVIPS TVG420 Decoder

Decoder TVIPS TVG420
Descriptor
vidAsiRxChannelLocked
vidAsiRxChannelActualLatency
vidAsiRxChannelPreferredLatency
vidAsiRxChannelTotalRate
vidAsiRxChannelEffectiveRate
vidAsiRxChannelLostFrames
vidAsiRxChannelDuplicatedFrames
vidAsiRxChannelColStreamSequenceErrors
vidAsiRxChannelRowStreamSequenceErrors
vidAsiRxChannelActualBitrateMode
vidAsiRxChannelRegCurrentBitrate
vidAsiRxChannelRegState
vidAsiRxChannelDuplicatedFrames

Description
Descriptor to check bitrate lock status on channel
Descriptor to check the actual latency on channel
Descriptor to check the preferred latency on channel
Descriptor to check the MPEG2 total bitrate measured on
input in bits per second
Descriptor to check MPEG2 effective bitrate measured on
input in bits per second
Descriptor to check lost IP frames on channel
Descriptor to check duplicated IP frames on channel
Descriptor to check the FEC Column stream sequence errors
on channel
Descriptor to check the FEC Row stream sequence errors on
channel
Descriptor to check them actual bit rate mode on channel
Descriptor to check the active regulator bit rate on channel
Descriptor to check the regulator initial bit rate on channel
Descriptor to check the regulator measured bit rate on
channel

UC4.3: On-site Live Event Experience, UC4.4: User & Machine Generated Content and UC4.6: Cooperative
Media Production.
For these three use cases, there is no option for automatically retrieving data from the application. For this
reason, the upload functionality will be provided by the KPI Visualization System portal to manually upload csv
files (see Table 95 for the corresponding REST API endpoints). For each of the three use cases, a snapshot of
each of the modem’s status will be provided. Table 50 contains the data format of the CSV file that will be
uploaded.
Table 50: UC4.3, UC4.4, and UC4.6 metrics

Column Name
Date & time

Potential format
2019-0709T20:32:21.596005+00:00

Time
from
1979.861331
power up
Modem number 1-8
Potential
0-100000
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Explanation
Not necessarily synchronized to a network or another
accurate clock
Time from unit power-up
The number of the modem for which this data line is logged
The snapshot value of what the application “believes” the
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bandwidth
Loss

0-100

UL delay

0-100000

RTT delay

0-100000

current UL bandwidth can potentially be. Units are kbps,
integers
The snapshot value of what the application “believes” the
current UL loss is. Units are %, integers
The snapshot value of what the application “believes” the
current UL latency is, all the way to the server. Units are
msec, integers
The snapshot value of what the application “believes” the
current RTT latency is, all the way to and back from the
server; Units are msec, integers

For UC4.3, UC4.4 and UC4.6, the KPI Visualization System will be notified by CDSO, through a REST API
indicating the initialization or the termination of an experiment corresponding to one of the three use cases
mentioned above. When a file is pushed to the KPI Visualization system, a process takes place in order to a)
identify in which stored test case the content of the file belongs to and b) assign the uploaded data accordingly
to the appropriate test case. The integration flow for the aforesaid UCs is demonstrated in Figure 33.

Figure 33: LL4 UC4.3, UC4.4 and UC4.6 dataflow
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UC 4.5 - Architecture Immersive and Integrated Media & Gaming
The corresponding dataflow is demonstrated in Figure 34.

Figure 34: LL4 UC 4.5 dataflow

According to the dataflow in Figure 34, the application data will be pushed to KPI VS via REST API. The data sent
to KPI VS will be in JSON format. In Table 51 the integration interface between the KPI-VS and the application,
is described.
Table 51: Data Collector - UC4.5 Upload of Application KPIs

HTTP Method

POST

URI

/5gsolutions/data-collector/livinglab/LL4/usecase/UC5/kpi
Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid Basic authorization token corresponding
to the UC.

Headers
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Parameter name

players

Parameter
type

Description

JSON Array

A JSON array, containing the KPI measurements
for each player participating in the current test.
The JSON object is of format:
{
"averageInputLag": … (ms) ,
"averagePingFromServer": … (ms),
"averagePingToServer": … (ms),
"timeToConnectToGame": … (ms)
}

Request Body

timeToStartGameServer Integer

The time to start the game server in ms

timestamp

Integer

The timestamp of the KPI measurements in ms

Parameter name

Parameter
type

Description

status

String

The status of the response

Response Body

Successful HTTP
200 REQUEST SUCCESSFUL
response code
Failed
HTTP
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR
response code

4.3 Test Case Status Update Notifications
The KPI Visualisation System is responsible for collecting data from numerous use case applications and 5G
facilities. As the collection of data is not going to be continuous, it is important for the platform to know when
to retrieve data for each test case execution run. In other words, it needs to know when a test case starts and
ends in order to start and stop collecting data respectively. The KPI VS provides three alternatives for this flow.
For use cases orchestrated by the CDSO, notifications can arrive through the CDSO. Use cases that are not
orchestrated from the CDSO can either consume a REST interface provided by the KPI VS or the test case user
can trigger a monitoring process through the KPI VS portal.

4.3.1

CDSO Notifications

The KPI VS will be accepting Life Cycle Notifications from CDSO, through a REST API regarding the start and stop
of an experiment. As a starting point, the KPI Visualisation System will need to register for notifications with
the CDSO. After this step, the CDSO will send out notifications (see sample in Annex III: CDSO sample JSON)
regarding several events including the start and stop of an experiment. The flow for the integration with the
CDSO is shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 35: Integration with the CDSO

The “Network Service Deploy” notification received by the KPI Visualization System, will define the initiation,
while the Network Service Terminate” notification will define the completion of an experiment. The endpoint’s
information which will consume the notifications coming in from the CDSO can be seen in Table 52. This
endpoint will be provided by the Data Controller component.
Table 52: CDSO Notification

HTTP Method
URI

POST
/5gsolutions/data-collector/notification/cdso
Header name

Query Parameters

Request Body

Header type

Description

A
valid
Basic
authorization
token
corresponding to the UC.
An NsLcmOperationOccurrenceNotification entity (see Figure 57)
Authorization

String

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

status

String

The status of the response

Response body
Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
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In order for the KPI-VS to receive the notifications from the CDSO, a registration to the latter must be
performed once. The endpoints, which are used to register/unregister the platform from the CDSO, namely to
call the provided CDSO API, are described in Table 53 and Table 54.
Table 53: Platform Registration to the CDSO

HTTP Method
URI
Headers

Request Body

POST
/5gsolutions/data-collector/notification/cdso/register
Header name
Header type
Description
A valid Basic authorization token
Authorization
String
corresponding to the UC.
Parameter Name
Parameter Type
Description
The authentication type that will
JSON
Object
be performed, when the cdso
authentication
containing
the
sends notifications. The field
field authType
authType is an array of strings.
This object contains the
credentials, used by the cdso,
when
the
latter
sends
notifications to the KPI-VS. the
paramsBasic
JSON Object
Object is of format:
{
"password": … (String),
"userName": … (String)
}
The endpoint to which the cdso
callbackUri
String
will send the notifications
Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

Status

String

The status of the response

Response body
Successful
HTTP
200 OK
response code
Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code

Table 54: Delete registration of the platform from the CDSO

HTTP Method
URI
Headers

URI Parameters

© 5G Solutions, 2021

DELETE
/5gsolutions/data-collector/notification/cdso/unregister/{id}
Header name
Header type
Description
A valid Basic authorization token
Authorization
String
corresponding to the UC.
Parameter name
Parameter type
Description
The id needed to unregister the
platform from the CDSO. This id
id
String
is provided by CDSO, during the
registration.
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Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

Status

String

The status of the response

Response body
Successful
HTTP
200 OK
response code
Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code

Each notification will contain a link stored on the NsLcmOperationOccurrenceNotification.links.nsInstance
field. By using this link, the Data Collector will perform an HTTP GET request to retrieve information of the
network service. The use case number will be available on the field use_case_number under the outputs
section. In this way, the KPI Data Collector module will trigger the various collection procedures of the
corresponding UC’S network and application KPIs.

4.3.2 REST API Notifications
This interface will replace the role of the CDSO in use cases that are not orchestrated. Once the test case
starts/ends, the vertical application will make a call towards this REST interface to inform the KPI Visualisation
System of the use case status update. The details of the interface are shown in Table 55.
Table 55: Start/Stop REST API Notification

HTTP Method
URI
Headers

POST
/5gsolutions/data-collector/notification
Header
Header Name
Type
Authorization

A valid Basic authorization
corresponding to the UC.

token

ll_id

Parameter
Type
Integer

uc_id

Integer

the id of the use case

test_case_id

Integer

timestamp

Integer

The id of the test case
The time when the test case is started
or is stopped in Epoch time.

Parameter Name

Request Body
status

tuid

imsis
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String

Description

“stop”:
application
stopped
“start”:
application
started

Description
The id of the living lab

start/stop recording.

A unique identifier of the test, defined
by the UC. This field is optional.
A list of IMSIs of the UEs involved in the
test case. Necessary for the network
Array[String]
data correlation in the 5G VINNI Patras
facility
Object
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Response body

A list of IPs of the UEs involved in the
test case. Necessary for the network
ips
Array[String]
data correlation in the 5G VINNI Patras
facility
How many minutes the test case should
max_recording_period_minutes
Integer
run
test_run_name (optional)
String
The name if the test case
Comments
concerning
the
test_run_comments (optional)
String
corresponding test case.
The IP from where the network KPIs of a
network_kpis_endpoint(optional)
String
test case, are collected.
Parameter
Parameter name
Description
type
Status

String

The status of the response

Successful HTTP
200 OK
response code
Failed
HTTP
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
response code

4.3.3 KPI Visualisation System Portal Notifications
An alternative flow for informing the KPI Visualisation System of a test case start/stop is through the KPI VS
portal. Once navigating to the UC dashboard, the user can choose to start or stop a test case execution (based
on whether it is currently running or not). When choosing to start an execution the user can select a date-time
(if not the current time), a test case name, comments, the endpoint for network KPI retrieval (in case of 5GVINNI Patras facility UCs) and a list of UEs (if the underlying facility is 5G VINNI Patras) that will participate in
the experiment. The list of UEs will facilitate in the correlation of the network data to the application ones. The
REST interface can be found in Table 100 of the Annex II: Internal REST API

4.4 Integration with the Machine Learning component
This section aims to describe the integration between the KPI-VS and the Machine Learning Methods described
in 3.3.1.4, in order for the ML results to be demonstrated on the KPI-VS portal. Through the KPI-VS, the UC
owners are able to understand the correlation of the KPIs as well as to request for a prediction of KPI values,
based on the data already stored in the database. The endpoints that act as a middleware between KPI-VS
portal and ML components are demonstrated in Table 107 and Table 108 of the ANEX II.
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5 KPI VS Deployment as a Service in the Cloud
The deployment architecture supports the set of WP3 developers in the design, implementation, testing and
deployment of the components required to support the KPI visualisation system portal used by the living labs
teams for the review and analysis of the KPIs associated with their test runs as part of the 5G-Solutions project.
The deployment of the entire KPI visualisation system consists of two main phases:



Deployment and configuration of the support infrastructure
Deployment of the KPI visualisation system for use by the living labs users and testers

To support the work being done in WP3 and to simplify access to the resultant KPI visualisation system, a
dedicated domain has been registered for use exclusively by WP3 and associated users: kpivs-5gsolutions.eu
This URL can be used by the set of living labs facilities (and users) to upload all of their use case data (from test
runs) and also to gain access to the KPI visualisation system dashboards in order to view and examine the set of
KPIs specific to their test runs. The full set of KPI visualisation system capabilities will be accessible via this URL.
It is also worth noting that all of the components that form the entire deployment architecture are currently
being hosted on the OpenStack platform provided by WIT in their on-premises data centre. This not only
provides invaluable access to the entire suite of resources with complete administrator access but also
eliminates any hosting costs that would be incurred for the WP3 KPI visualisation system for the current
timeframe. It is planned that all deployment required for the KPI visualisation system will take place on the WIT
infrastructure until such time as the Living Labs users may present a case where the KPI visualisation system
may need to be deployed to other clouds.
The full deployment architecture can be seen in Figure 36 which also highlights some of the interactions with
the main actors. The entire deployment architecture centres around the GitLab instance that is specific to the
work being carried out within WP3. This GitLab instance contains all of the source code, configurations and
repositories, and drives all of the continuous integration (CI) and continuous deployment (CD) activities
required to support the KPI visualisation system.
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Figure 36: KPI Visualisation System Deployment Architecture

The GitLab instance comprises of several projects, each mapping to a particular component or piece of
functionality for the KPI visualisation system. Each of these projects has pipelines specifically designed to carry
out (and automate) the required CI and CD activities that is required for building, testing and deployment of
those components.

5.1

Deployment of the Support Infrastructure

The support infrastructure comprises of multiple VMs that provide the following functionality:





GitLab instance
GitLab Runner instance to execute build, test & deployment jobs for the set of pipelines
Deployment architecture monitoring
Reverse Proxy

Within the context of the 5G-Solutions project these VMs are static and once incarnated they do not change as
the project progresses except for infrequent changes such as configuration type updates and software
upgrades.

5.1.1

GitLab

The support infrastructure provides the necessary framework that enables the developers of the various KPI-VS
components to design, develop, build and test their modules in a pre-determined, specific and consistent
manner. These supports include a dedicated incarnation of GitLab where all of the WP3 developers are
members and are using Git as the revision control tool for their software (and other software related artifacts
such as scripts, libraries, etc.), repository for all of the software artifacts, container registry, issue tracking and
the management of all of the continuous integration/continuous deployment (CI/CD) pipelines for each of the
projects within the GitLab repositories.

Figure 37: Architecture of the support infrastructure for the KPI visualisation system development

Figure 37 highlights the aspects of the deployment architecture that comprises the support infrastructure while
Figure 38 displays the landing page for the specific version of GitLab in use by WP3. All WP3 members use this
to log into GitLab either via the web interface or via their development terminals to manage their coding
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artifacts (clone, pull, commit, push, etc.). Access to GitLab is via a sub-domain off the main URL and is only
available over a secured link: https://gitlab.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu/

Figure 38: Landing page for the WP3 KPI-VS GitLab Incarnation

With the GitLab instance in place each of the WP3 partners responsible for developing components are able to
create projects for each of their components and push the source code up to the repositories for those
projects. In order to simplify the layout of the repositories WP3 has made use of “Groups” and “Sub-Groups” in
order to add clarity and simplicity to the layout of the projects within GitLab. Some of the projects that have
been added and are currently under development can be seen in Figure 39.

Figure 39: KPI-VS components with their corresponding projects in GitLab
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As code modules are committed and pushed up to the GitLab repository by each of the developers, the CI/CD
pipelines in place for that project are triggered. These pipelines contain the necessary information that informs
the system what steps are to be executed in order to include the updated artifacts. These steps usually consist
of the following:




Build: specifies how the updated component should be built; compilers to use, frameworks to be included,
expected outputs, etc.
Test: specifies the set of unit tests that should be performed on the newly built software citing test passing
parameters, etc.
Deploy: If the set of tests have passed then the newly built software artifacts can be deployed to a
development/testing area that are specifically designed to allow testers to exercise the software to verify
the newly implemented (& existing) functionalities while also looking for bugs.

5.1.2

GitLab Runners and Pipeline Execution

To support the CI/CD pipelines, GitLab utilises a specific build instance for each project (usually on a separate
machine) that runs the build jobs for those projects. These are known as Runners and the results of the build
job executions are returned to GitLab. GitLab uses these runners, and the results of the build jobs, to control
the flow of the pipelines and to determine the next steps to be taken (if any). If a job fails the user is notified
and no further steps in the pipeline are taken. Part of the support infrastructure for the KPI visualisation system
development effort is a dedicated runner instance that is available exclusively for WP3 and is co-located with
the GitLab instance in the same network.
The status of the pipelines is available to be viewed and this output provides the developer with the necessary
information to allow for modifications of the code to address any issues that may affect the successful build of
a project.

Figure 40: Example pipeline execution runs for a GitLab project displaying several possible outcomes

Figure 40 displays the resultant status of execution of the pipeline associated with an example project and in
this case, there are two steps in this pipeline: build and test. Figure 41 displays the output from one of those
steps (the “build” step in this case) which includes the executed instructions with all associated pass and error
messages.
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Figure 41: Output from one of the stages of the pipeline execution run

A history of all pipeline executions is persisted which means that the build results for a particular version of a
component can be viewed at any time. An example of the pipeline execution history for one of the KPI-VS
component projects is captured in Figure 42.

Figure 42: KPI-VS component project pipeline execution history

Drilling down into one of these pipeline executions revels the steps that form the pipelines (both the CI & CD
steps) and the output of those steps can be viewed. Figure 43 displays that there are three steps for this
pipeline where the results of each step can be reviewed or can even be re-run.
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Figure 43: Pipeline steps for a KPI-VS component project

As the KPI-VS framework is based on a micro services architecture the outputted artifacts from the pipelines
being executed for each of the components is generally a docker container. All of these containers are stored
within the container registry that is hosted by the WP3 GitLab instance. When the CD pipelines executes it first
of all retrieves the container(s) from the GitLab registry and deploys it to the Kubernetes cluster for testing
prior to going live. The set of containers for the various KPI-VS components can be seen in Figure 44.

Figure 44: Container registry contents for the KPI-VS set of components

5.1.3

Deployment Architecture Monitoring

Section 5.2, Deployment of the KPI Visualisation System Infrastructure, describes the process of deploying the
dynamic aspect of the KPI-VS support infrastructure. As with any deployed infrastructure appropriate measures
should be under taken to verify the consistent, stable and reliable operation of that infrastructure where
maximum uptime and adequate resources are made available to the users, in this case the WP3 developers
and use case users. Once the Kubernetes cluster has been configured and deployed the set of WP3 developers
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are free to deploy their applications to the cluster. It is expected that their time should only be spent verifying
and analysing their own applications and not have to perform any diagnosis on the infrastructure itself that
they are deploying to. It is assumed (and expected) that the infrastructure is fit for purpose and should, from
the perspective of the WP3 developers, just work. A significant amount of effort has been spent on gathering
requirements from each of the actors, defining the deployment architecture and designing the infrastructure to
achieve this goal. It can be seen that the realisation of the KPI-VS deployment architecture is indeed fit for
purpose and has proven itself to be quite stable and reliable.
The focus is now shifting towards the applications that are being deployed on to the infrastructure and as much
support as possible is being provided to the WP3 component developers to allow them access to monitor and
debug their applications running within the infrastructure. Using the default set of Kubernetes tools for
debugging applications is not ideal as it is very esoteric and requires a significant amount of hands-on cloud,
Kubernetes & docker experience while also exposing the infrastructure to attack (malicious or accidental).
Figure 45 gives a quick overview of the status of (KPI-VS component) applications that have been deployed to
the cluster. Although it is possible to keep drilling down into each of the services for status and log data, the
process can be quite involved and tedious. The aim is to allow for developers to concentrate on their
applications.

Figure 45: Kubernetes high level status for a set of deployed applications

To address this issue the WP3 developers have been given restricted access to the Kubernetes cluster where
they only have access to the applications that exist within the KPI-VS deployment namespace. Each partner has
their own set of credentials so any partners can be disabled at any time without affecting the others. The
Lens27 application has been selected to provide access to the Kubernetes cluster and all access is based only on
the set of credentials provided to the user. The set of KPI-VS deployed applications can be seen in Figure 46
below.

27

https://k8slens.dev/
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Figure 46: Lens applications displaying the set of KPI-VS deployed applications

Runtime metrics can be accessed simply by clicking on any of the deployed applications, this also gives the user
access to the log information for that application as well as the ability to open a terminal into the container
itself as can be seen in Figure 47 and Figure 48 below.

Figure 47: Additional metrics available for each of the deployed applications

Figure 48: Real-time log information available for deployed application
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5.1.4

Domain Name Registration and Reverse Proxy Configuration

The domain used for the KPI visualisation system has been registered (kpivs-5gsolutions.eu) and is pointing
towards a single VM which has a public facing static IP address on the internet. This VM acts as a reverse proxy
for the validation & redirection of URL calls to the appropriate services within the KPI-VS Kubernetes cluster
running within the private internal network in the datacentre.

Figure 49: KPI-VS reverse proxy simplified view

The domain also contains registrations for several sub-domains and each of these are also pointing at the same
target, the reverse proxy VM. Figure 49 displays a simplified view of how the reverse proxy operates within the
network to isolate and route traffic between the KPI-VS users on the public internet and the private internal
network where all of the KPI-VS services are located. The use of the reverse proxy allows for greater control
and flexibility when exposing services to the internet while also allowing greater granularity for security and
access controls for gaining entry to the set of services available within the internal network. The reverse proxy
can be configured to only allow certain source IP address access and only certain ports will be opened. The use
of the reverse proxy also minimizes the amount of security configuration required as only the reverse proxy
needs to be locked down to prevent an attack over the internet. As all traffic is forwarded via the reverse proxy
it is possible that the server may become overwhelmed due to increased traffic demands. The reverse proxy
can also be configured for load balancing but this event is not foreseen as being a critical item at the moment.
Figure 50 captures a more detailed view of how the reverse proxy interacts with the major actors in the
system: living labs facilities executing the set of use cases and the set of KPI-VS users. All communications with
the reverse proxy are over HTTPS28 and all other protocols will be rejected. Access rules are implemented
within the reverse proxy (for IPs and ports) where only the appropriate KPI-VS services are exposed to the
internet via the reverse proxy.

28

The majority of communications with the LL facilities is over HTTPS with fixed IP address at both ends of the networks
but in some situations different protocols are required (e.g. SNMP) but these will also be over secured channels at fixed
IPs.
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Figure 50: KPI-VS reverse proxy detailed view

To install the reverse proxy, execute the following on the reverse proxy VM:
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install apache2 -y
a2enmod proxy
a2enmod proxy_http
a2enmod proxy_ajp
a2enmod rewrite
a2enmod deflate
a2enmod headers
a2enmod proxy_balancer
a2enmod proxy_connect
a2enmod proxy_html
sudo apt-get install python-letsencrypt-apache
sudo systemctl stop apache2.service
sudo systemctl start apache2.service
sudo systemctl enable apache2.service

Edit the configuration file used by apache2 for the routing of URLs that meet the criteria:
sudo vi /etc/apache2/sites-available/Apache2Proxy.conf

Insert the following information so that any requests received on port 80 will be re-routed to the proxied
server on the internal network:
<VirtualHost *:80>
ServerName kpivs-5gsolutions.eu
ProxyPreserveHost On
DocumentRoot /var/www/html
ProxyPass /.well-known !
ProxyPass / http://<Internal IP Address>:<Port Number>/
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ProxyPassReverse / http://<Internal IP Address>:<Port Number>/
RewriteEngine on
RewriteCond %{SERVER_NAME} =kpivs-5gsolutions.eu
RewriteRule ^ https://%{SERVER_NAME}%{REQUEST_URI} [END,NE,R=permanent]
</VirtualHost>

Where <Internal IP Address>:<Port Number> are the internal IP address and port number where the associated
KPI-VS service can be found. Now the proxy is started and the virtual site as specified within the configuration
file is enabled:
sudo a2enmod proxy
sudo a2enmod proxy_http
sudo a2ensite Apache2Proxy.conf
sudo systemctl restart apache2.service

When the above is completed any web site requests to the URL http://kpivs-5gsolutions.eu/ will be forwarded
to the internal server.
As more services are added the configuration file can be updated to redirect to the appropriate service
available in the internal network. All of this can be extended as much as needed based on the sub-domain
matching an entry in the reverse proxy configuration file thereby allowing a single domain registration and a
single public IP address on the internet.
For security purposes all requests must utilise SSL communications thereby only HTTPS should be used and all
HTTP type requests disabled. With all of the above packages installed on the VM SSL can be enabled by using
Let Encrypt29 to generate the certificates for each of the supported domains serviced by the reverse proxy.
Execute the following:
sudo certbot --apache

When complete all of the HTTP sites with be redirected towards the set of HTTPS sites and only valid
certificates will be served. The set of sites supported by the reverse proxy at the time of writing are:












https://kpivs-5gsolutions.eu
https://www.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu
https://dev.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu
https://test.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu
https://ingress.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu
https://ingress02.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu
https://db.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu
https://api.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu
https://ml-correlation.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu
https://ml-control.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu
https://ml-prediction.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu

5.2 Deployment of the KPI Visualisation System Infrastructure
The second phase of the deployment architecture is concerned with the actual KPI visualisation system portal
and all associated backend services, that is, the deployment of the newly built components to the cloud hosted
environment. This second phase of the deployment architecture is regarded as being highly dynamic, in that, it
will be constructed and torn down multiple times based on the frequency of check-ins that are executed for

29

https://letsencrypt.org/
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the GitLab projects. As an updated software component is successfully passed through the build pipeline the
final step is deployment hence the dynamic nature of this phase. The architecture for this phase is captured in
Figure 51.

Figure 51: Architecture of the dynamic infrastructure for the KPI visualisation system deployment

Once the updated software artifacts have been successfully built and tested (unit, etc.) they are now ready to
be deployed to the cloud hosting environment. The hosting environment consists of several areas that have
specific intentions, including testing and verification, before the software components are set to go live
(accessible by the set of users outside of the developers and testers for the purposes it was designed for). The
provision of the infrastructure requires the following steps to be executed:




5.2.1

Use of the Terraform framework to configure the cloud environment and incarnate the necessary VMs
Installation and configuration of the master node for the Kubernetes environment
Installation and configuration of the slave nodes for the Kubernetes environment

Terraform Configuration

The Terraform framework is used to provision the cloud infrastructure used for the deployment of the dynamic
components of the KPI visualisation system. Terraform provides infrastructure as code and has supports for
several cloud vendors including AWS, Azure, OpenStack, etc. Any risks that may emerge as a result of having to
migrate to another cloud vendor has been mitigated against by provisioning the cloud infrastructure using
Terraform as the same scripts can be used for all supported vendors.
To setup and configure Terraform execute the follow instructions:
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install unzip
mkdir terraform_0.12.24_linux_amd64
cd terraform_0.12.24_linux_amd64
wget https://releases.hashicorp.com/terraform/0.12.24/terraform_0.12.24_linux_amd64.zip
unzip ./terraform_0.12.24_linux_amd64.zip
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Update the path with the location of terraform. Add the unpacked executable location to the .profile config file
and add an environment variable used to contain the password required to gain access to OpenStack:
if [ -d "$HOME/terraform_0.12.24_linux_amd64" ] ; then
PATH="$PATH:$HOME/terraform_0.12.24_linux_amd64"
fi
export VGSOL_PW="<Your-OpenStack-Password>"
export TF_LOG=DEBUG
export TF_LOG_PATH="$HOME/5GSolutions/TFLogs/logs.txt"

Make the changes take effect immediately in your environment. These will be in force after every reboot as the
".profile" is sourced when the OS loads:
source ~/.profile

In the "~/.ssh" directory create a new key pair:
ssh-keygen -t rsa -f 5GSol.tssg.org.key

Using the public key import it into OpenStack via "Compute->Access & Security->Key Pairs->Import Key Pair".
Use the key name: "5GSol.tssg.org.key". This key will now be used to provision all of the 5G-Solution VMs and
the private key required to access those VMs is already on the VM with Terraform. Make the directory for all of
the working files to be located and clone the GitLab repository for the Terraform scripts:
cd ~
mkdir 5G-Solutions
cd 5G-Solutions
git clone https://gitlab.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu/5g-solutions/code.git
cd wp3/terraform
mv ./* ~/5GSolutions/
cd ~/5GSolutions

The script used to deploy the required OpenStack infrastructure can be found in Annex IV: Terraform Script to
Deploy Kubernetes Nodes. Validate the Terraform script by running the following in the same directory as the
scripts:
terraform init

Figure 52 should be displayed if there are no errors in the script.

Figure 52: Terraform Init executed successfully
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Now that the script has been validated the terraform apply command is executed to run the scripts on the
cloud environment (and answering yes):
terraform apply

Based on the script the output from “apply” should be similar to that shown in Figure 53.

Figure 53: Terraform Apply executed successfully

Figure 54: VMs incarnated by the Terraform script

The newly deployed VMs can also be seen within the OpenStack horizon dashboard as displayed in Figure 54.
The nodes are now ready to be configured for the Kubernetes cluster.

5.2.2 Kubernetes Installation and Configuration - Master Node
Using SSH log into the Master node. The setup files required for both Docker and Kubernetes are located in the
~/5GSolutions/ folder as seen in Figure 55.
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Figure 55: Script files used to install Docker and Kubernetes

Execute the following commands as root to install Docker and Kubernetes:
cd ~/5GSolutions
sudo su ./docker-setup.sh
./kb8-setup.sh
kubeadm init
exit

Note the output from the "kubeadm init" command, there is information that needs to be retained as each
configured slave node requires this information in order to join the Kubernetes cluster.
[bootstrap-token] configured RBAC rules to allow certificate rotation for all node client certificates in the cluster
[bootstrap-token] Creating the "cluster-info" ConfigMap in the "kube-public" namespace
[kubelet-finalize] Updating "/etc/kubernetes/kubelet.conf" to point to a rotatable kubelet client certificate and key
[addons] Applied essential addon: CoreDNS
[addons] Applied essential addon: kube-proxy
Your Kubernetes control-plane has initialized successfully!
To start using your cluster, you need to run the following as a regular user:
mkdir -p $HOME/.kube
sudo cp -i /etc/kubernetes/admin.conf $HOME/.kube/config
sudo chown $(id -u):$(id -g) $HOME/.kube/config
You should now deploy a pod network to the cluster.
Run "kubectl apply -f [podnetwork].yaml" with one of the options listed at:
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/cluster-administration/addons/
Then you can join any number of worker nodes by running the following on each as root:
kubeadm join 172.16.4.77:6443 --token okjaes.g7rudb3o9qtot4cx \
--discovery-token-ca-cert-hash
sha256:7d9ae8b9f737ed73b72a48080a75b5ff6abb01473268d9c902bd672cf6e05219

As the regular (ubuntu) user execute the following commands on the master node:
mkdir -p $HOME/.kube
sudo cp -i /etc/kubernetes/admin.conf $HOME/.kube/config
sudo chown $(id -u):$(id -g) $HOME/.kube/config
sudo sysctl net.bridge.bridge-nf-call-iptables=1
kubectl apply -f "https://cloud.weave.works/k8s/net?k8s-version=$(kubectl version | base64 | tr -d '\n')"

The master node is now ready for the slave node to connect to it. Execute the following command to verify that
only the master node is a member of the cluster:
kubectl get nodes

5.2.3

Kubernetes Installation and Configuration - Slave Nodes

The script files used for the installation of docker and Kubernetes on each of the slave nodes is available in the
“~/5GSolutions” directory and are ready to be executed. The Master Node is configured as a bastion/proxy
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server for the slave nodes so access to the slaves is via the master node. From the master node SSH into each
of the slaves in turn and execute the following commands as root:
cd ~/5GSolutions
sudo su ./docker-setup.sh
./kb8-setup.sh
kubeadm join 172.16.4.77:6443 --token okjaes.g7rudb3o9qtot4cx --discovery-token-ca-cert-hash
sha256:7d9ae8b9f737ed73b72a48080a75b5ff6abb01473268d9c902bd672cf6e05219
exit

When completed execute the following on the master node to see if the slave node has joined correctly:
kubectl get nodes

The newly configured slave node should be included in the list of nodes available to the master node.

5.3 KPI-VS Network Connectivity with Living Labs Facilities
There are two distinct sets of metrics generated as each use case is executed within the living labs:



Application metrics
Network metrics

Both sets of metrics are required to be collected by the KPI-VS in order for an appropriate and full analysis to
be executed. The results of the UC test run can be evaluated and the resultant KPIs can be generated with the
report for the use case execution. Generally, each use case has a unique configuration and run-time
environment therefore the requirements for retrieval of the metric data are quite varied. In order to address
this the KPI-VS has to be able to communicate, over the public internet, utilising a variety of protocols, to each
of the use case sites.
The design of the UC applications includes the ability to push data to the KPI-VS using one of the exposed API
(https://ingress.kpivs-5gsolutions.eu/) but retrieval of the network data is more complex. To date the KPI-VS
has established connectivity to the 5G-VINNI facility located at the Telenor site in Norway for access to both
the CDSO and the PostgreSQL in order to gain access to the network metric data for the set of UCs that run on
that infrastructure. The KPI-VS has also established connectivity with the Forthnet partner site in Greece where
they have video encoders generating metrics that is only accessible over SNMP. As more partners become
ready to on-board their UC applications the KPI-VS system will continue to implement all of their connectivity
requirements in order to gain access to all of their metric data.

5.4 Next Steps
All of the main components that form the KPI-VS deployment architecture have now been completed, in that
the infrastructure has been identified and put in place to allow for the on-boarding of the KPI-VS components
themselves. There was a major upfront effort required as the deployment architecture infrastructure was on
the critical path for the entire WP3 development timeline. Although most of the parts are in place the following
items are still active and require constant activity & scrutiny to being them to a successful conclusion.
The KPI-VS deployment architecture will continue to work with partners to on-board their applications by
working with them to understand what the network connectivity requirements for their use cases are. Once
the connectivity requirements have been established the deployment architecture configuration is updated to
allow for the interfaces to the new networks and specified ports (depending on protocols) to be enabled.
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The set of KPI-VS components are also expanding. As new components are added so too are the pipelines for
these new components, that is, the interface between the newly added GitLab pipelines for each of these
projects in the repositories and the Kubernetes Cluster.
The behaviour of the Kubernetes cluster is also under constant scrutiny. As the cluster is self-healing and can
automatically orchestrate the deployment of containers, the resource usage of the cluster is always under a
state of flux. While this is not seen as a major issue, best practices dictate that effort is still required in order to
guarantee the reliability of the deployment so that interruptions and down time are kept to a bare minimum.
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6 KPI VS Service and Living Labs Pre-trials
This section briefly describes the LLs testing, verification and KPI VS evaluation process. This information will be
further analysed and described in the future D3.2 deliverables along with the setup, configuration and
deployment of the VS in the LL pre-trials to ensure proper operation, concept verification and usability testing.
The testing, verification and planning procedures along with the envisaged evaluation procedures will be
monitored by the LL leaders in coordination and in alignment with WP1, WP2 and WP3 leaders to guarantee
the compliance with the project objectives.
The processes described in this deliverable will continue until the end of the project, and will monitor the
implementation activities of the KPI VS, the deployment, testing results and validation within the LLs, based on
the defined requirements. As described in D3.1C, the solution development process is going to be agile,
following the three cycles in Phase 3 (defined in the DoA) as presented in Figure 56 and further enhanced with
implementation and integration periods.
So, the execution of all Living Labs will be performed over three iterative cycles, each lasting for six months,
followed by an evaluation period of one month. This will ensure a smooth and aligned evolution of the vertical
industry validations in the Living Labs, and also the appropriate testing and validation is conducted in a
comprehensive manner per 3GPP release.

Figure 56: 5G-SOLUTIONS Roadmap

Each of the above-mentioned testing periods shall provide an evaluation of the performance capabilities of the
KPI VS as feedback back to WP3. An agile implementation, based on development sprints is being followed, in
alignment with the revised plan provided in 5th project’s amendment (06/2021) and presented in the following
Table 56. During the development sprints, there will be continuous feedback by LLs business / technical users
and along with the WP1 and WP2 Leaders input, will drive the improvements on the KPI VS development, until
we reach a commonly agreed solid solution.
Table 56: Implementation Phases and Testing Activities

Implementation
Duration
Phases
Requirement
M3-5
collection
and
Design

Implementation – Testing – Validation Activities
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Status

Completed
Collect the requirements.
Have a general understanding of the volume, type of
data, etc.
Understand who the audience is, the users and their
privileges.
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Create Wireframes M6-8
and
Mock-up
Designs







1st Implementation
Round – Prototype
Version
2nd
Implementation
Round
–
Intermediate
Version
3rd Implementation
Round
Final
Version
4th Implementation
Round
–
Adjustments

M9-12



M13-25





M27-33



M35-40





Completed
Prepare mock-ups and set up the basic page structure.
Take into account the user experience.
For each element that gets added to the interface, the
user flow must be taken into consideration as well.
Prepare designs (on Photoshop or any other UI design
tool) to demonstrate how the UI will actually look.
Get the approval from the users that everything looks
fine.
Initiate the development, based on the previously Completed
approved designs.
Provides a first release (prototype) to the users.
Working on the parallel users’ feedback from the 1st Completed
testing period.
Provides an intermediate release to the users.
Working on the parallel users’ feedback from the 2nd On-going
testing period.
Provides the final release to the users.
Working on the final adjustments based on the final Pending
users’ feedback from the 3rd testing period (executed in
parallel).
The revised final version will be provided.

Following this agile approach with sprints, we are mostly focused on integration tests, feedback to the
technical team and validation procedures. The above-mentioned plan is for both the LLs WPs and the technical
WPs (WP1, 2 and 3), until the completion of the project. Based on that plan, a number of UC scenarios will be
executed in order to provide feedback (an evaluation of the visual representation and the performance
capabilities of the KPI VS) to WP3 with findings during the first integration testing period. This process will be
fully aligned with the outcomes of Tasks 4.2, 5.2, 5.3, 6.2, 7.2 and the respective deliverables in order to
perform potential incremental improvements in the functionality and performance of the KPI visualisation
system.
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7 Conclusions and Next Actions
This deliverable is the second of four drops where the architecture, implementation and deployment process
of the KPI Visualisation System in the cloud is described. Its main focus is to describe in detail the architecture
of the KPI Visualisation System and the modules comprising it, the technologies utilized to build these modules,
the numerous integration points with the 3rd party applications along with the deployment process followed
for installing the KPI VS in the cloud and the evaluation of the KPI Visualisation System based on the feedback
coming in from the Living Labs.
The design of KPI Visualisation System is complete and the core modules have been implemented. This will
continue throughout the entire WP duration as UCs keep on boarding and feedback from the end users keeps
coming in.
In the matter of integration points however, updates and changes are expected. Regarding vertical application
integration, currently we have completed ten UC application integration points and we are moving on with the
remaining ones for Cycle 2. Regarding the integration points with the 5G facilities, as these are still ongoing
projects, there are still some points pending. The integration with all three ICT-17 facilities is now complete,
with the two of them (5G VINNI Patras and 5G EVE) also tested in end-to-end test scenarios. Integration with
5G VINNI Norway is also complete and it is pending for the facilities/UCs to make data available for retrieval.
Also, network KPIs are coming in from UC3.4 that runs over a standalone 5G node.
In a matter of implementation and cloud on-boarding, next steps in the coming months include the continued
implementation of the KPI VS modules, the integration design and implementation with the remaining use
cases and 5G facilities. Feedback is also expected to continue coming from the UC owners with
improvements/issues that will need to be addressed with to ensure good user experience and useful output
results.
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Annex I: REST API entities
Table 57: LIVING LAB Entity

Parameter name
name
role
ucs

LIVING LAB Entity
Parameter type
Description
String
The name of the LL.
ADMIN, USER
The role of the user in accordance with the LL
An array of USECASE
The roles of a user regarding the UCs.
Entities
Table 58: USECASE Entity

USECASE Entity
Parameter name
name
role

Parameter type
String
ADMIN, USER

Description
The name of use case.
The role of the user for the specific UC
Table 59: AUDIT Entity

AUDIT Entity
Parameter name
timestamp
action
user_performed_
the_action
user
living_lab
use_case
description

Parameter type
DateTime
String

Description
The time of a user’s activity.
The type of action performed.

String

The user who performs the action.

String
String
String
String

The user that is affected by the action.
The living lab the user belongs to.
The use case the user belongs to.
The description of the performed action.
Table 60: TESTCASE Entity

TESTCASE Entity
Parameter name
test_id

Parameter type
String

Description

living_lab

String

use_case

String

start
stop
status

DateTime
DateTime
RUNNING, COMPLETED

The test case’s unique id.
The living lab for which the KPI Visualization System receives
the notification.
The use case of the living lab for which the KPI Visualization
System receives the notification
This value indicates the time when the test case is initiated.
This value indicates the time when the test case is terminated.
The current status of a test case.

Table 61: STATISTICS Entity

STATISTICS Entity
Parameter name
avg
min
max
std
jitter

Parameter type
Double
Double
Double
Double
JITTER entity

conf_levels

Array[CONF_LEVEL]

© 5G Solutions, 2021

Description
The average quantity between some values.
The maximum number of some values.
The minimum number of some values.
The standard deviation of the data.
A jitter entity containing metrics about the jitter.
An array of CONF_LEVEL entities, containing values for some
pre calculated confidence levels.
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histogram

HISTOGRAM Entity

normal_distribution NORMAL_DIST Entity
goodness_of_fit

KS_TEST Entity

An entity which contains the histogram plot of the data. The
number of buckets is calculated via the Sturge Bucket rule.
An entity containing the plot of a normal distribution, having
avg as mean value and std as σ.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test which examines the Null
Hypothesis that the Data is a sample from the Normal
Distribution.
Table 62: JITTER Entity

JITTER Entity
Parameter name
value
plot
jitter_to_avg_perc

Parameter type
Double
Array[Double]
Double

Description
The average jitter of the data.
The jitter plot.
The average/jitter percentage value.
Table 63: CONF_LEVEL Entity

CONF_LEVEL Entity
Parameter name
lvl
value

Parameter type
String
Double

Description
The label of the confidence level of the data.
The value of the confidence level.
Table 64: HISTOGRAM Entity

HISTOGRAM Entity
Parameter name
xaxis
yaxis

Parameter type
Array
Array

Description
An array containing the x-axis values of a plot
An array which consists of YAXIS entities

Table 65: NORMAL_DIST Entity

NORMAL_DIST Entity
Parameter name
xaxis
yaxis

Parameter type
Array
Array

Description
An array containing the x-axis values of a plot
An array which consists of YAXIS entities
Table 66: KS_TEST Entity

KS_TEST Entity
Parameter name

Parameter type

can_be_rejected

Boolean

confidence_level

Double

Description
True if the data don’t belong to a Normal Distribution, having
avg as mean value and std as σ.
The confidence level with which the data are not from a
normal distribution, having avg as mean value and std as σ.
Table 67: CHART Entity

CHART Entity
Parameter name
test_id
xaxis
data
© 5G Solutions, 2021

Parameter type
String
Array
Array[DATA]

Description
The test id the returned values correspond to.
An array containing the x-axis values of a plot
An array which consists of DATA entities
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Table 68: DATA Entity

DATA Entity
Parameter name
measurement

Parameter type
String

yaxis

YAXIS

measurement_
thresholds
overall_statistics

THRESHOLD Entity
STATISTICS entity

Description
KPI’s name
An entity containing the y-axis plot values of the
measurement, as well as the statistical analysis.
The entity containing the information about the thresholds of
the measurement.
Statistic metrics corresponding to all YAXIS entities
Table 69: YAXIS Entity

YAXIS Entity
Parameter name
values

Parameter type
Array

Description
Values corresponding to y-axis of the plot.
Statistic metrics corresponding to the specific combination of
kpi-group.

statistics

STATISTICS entity

group

An array of (name
The values of this field are used to arrange identical data into
(String), value (String))
groups
entities
Table 70: THRESHOLD Entity

THRESHOLD Entity
Parameter name
value
kpi
unit

Parameter type
Object
String
String

Description
Value corresponding KPI’s threshold.
The KPI to which the values correspond to.
The unit of the KPI’s value.

Table 71: USER EQUIPMENT Entity

USER EQUIPMENT Entity
Parameter name
name

Parameter type
Object

living_lab

String

use_case

String

test_case
ip_list
imsi_list

String
Array[String]
Array[String]

© 5G Solutions, 2021

Description
Value corresponding KPI’s threshold.
The living lab ID. Possible values are “LL1”, “LL2”, “LL3”, “LL4”,
“LL5”.
The use case ID. Possible values are “UC1”, “UC2”, “UC3”,
“UC4”, “UC5”, “UC6”.
The test case ID. Possible values are “TC1”, “TC2”, “TC3”.
The list of IMSIs participating in the test case.
The list of IPs participating in the test case.
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Annex II: Internal REST API
Table 72: REST API - Login User

HTTP Method
URI
Headers

POST
/5gsolutions/rest/auth/login
N/A
Parameter name
Parameter type
username
String
password
String
Parameter name
Parameter type
name
String
surname
String
theme
String
email
String

Request Body

Response Body

lang

String

username

String

token

String

living_lab_roles

Array

main_role

String

is_activated

Boolean

Description
The username of the user
The password of the user
Description
The name of the logged in user.
The surname of the logged in user.
The theme name chosen by the user.
The email of the logged in user.
The language of the visualization
systems’ pages.
The username of the logged in user.
A valid JWT token, granting access to
the visualization system.
An array of LIVINGLAB entities (See
Annex Table 57) containing the roles
and permissions of the user in the
visualization system.
The main role of the user in the
visualization system.
A Boolean value defining if user’s
account is activated.

Successful
HTTP
200 LOGIN SUCCESSFUL
response code
Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 LOGIN FAILED
code

Table 73: REST API - Validate Session

HTTP Method
URI

GET
/5gsolutions/rest/auth/isAuthenticated
Header name
Header type
Description
The JWT token to be checked whether
Authorization
String
it is valid.
N/A
Parameter Name
Parameter Type Description
A Boolean value defining the validity of
is_authenticated
Boolean
the token.
A Boolean value defining if the valid
is_locked
Boolean
token belongs to a locked account or
not.

Headers
Request Body

Response Body

Successful
response code
© 5G Solutions, 2021

HTTP

200 OK
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Failed HTTP response
code

400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR

Table 74: REST API - Logout User

HTTP Method
URI
Headers
Request Body
Response Body

POST
/5gsolutions/rest/auth/logout
Header name
Header type

Description

Authorization

String

The token used for authentication.

N/A
Parameter name
status

Parameter Type
String

Description
The response message of this method

Successful
HTTP
200 SUCCESSFUL LOGOUT
response code
Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED
code

Table 75: REST API - Create User

HTTP Method
URI
Headers

Request Body

Response body

POST
/5gsolutions/rest/users/create
Header name
Header type
Authorization

String

Parameter name
name
surname
theme
email
lang
username

Parameter type
String
String
String
String
String
String

living_lab_roles

Array

main_role

String

Parameter name

Parameter type

status

String

hash_key

String

Description
A valid JWT token corresponding to the
specific user.
Description
The name of the user.
The surname of the user.
The theme.
The email of the user.
locale
The username of the user.
An array of LIVINGLAB entities (See
Annex Table 57 containing the roles
and permissions of the user in the
visualization system.
The main role of the user in the
visualization system.
Description
The status of the response
A hash key needed for the account’s
activation

Successful
HTTP
200 CREATED
response code
Failed HTTP response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 409 USER
code
EXISTS, 403 FORBIDDEN – LIMITED ACCESS

© 5G Solutions, 2021
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Table 76: REST API - Delete User

HTTP Method
URI
URI Parameters

Headers

Request Body
Response body

DELETE
/5gsolutions/rest/users/delete/{username}
URI Parameter name Parameter type Description
Username

String

The username to be deleted.

Header name

Header type

Authorization

String

Description
A valid JWT token corresponding to
the specific user who performs the
action.

N/A
Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

status

String

The status of the response

Successful
HTTP
200 USER IS DELETED
response code
Failed HTTP response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 409 USER
code
EXISTS, 403 FORBIDDEN – LIMITED ACCESS
Table 77: REST API - View User

HTTP Method
URI
URI Parameters

Headers
Request Body

Response body

© 5G Solutions, 2021

GET
/5gsolutions/rest/users/view/{username}
URI
Parameter Parameter
Description
name
type
The username of the profile needed to
username
String
be viewed.
Header name
Header type
Description
A valid JWT token corresponding to the
Authorization
String
specific user who performs the action.
N/A
Parameter
Parameter name
Description
type
name
String
The name of the logged in user.
surname

String

The surname of the logged in user.

theme

String

The theme name chosen by the user.

email

String

The email of the logged in user.

lang

String

Locale

username

String

is_locked

String

living_lab_roles

Array

The username of the user.
A value indicating whether the account
is locked. Only an ADMIN can you this
property
An array of LIVINGLAB entities (See
Annex Table 57) containing the roles and
permissions of the user in the
visualization system. These entities are
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main_role

String

is_activated

Boolean

Last_time_login

Date

filtered based on the access rights of the
user performing the request.
The main role of the user in the
visualization system.
A Boolean value defining if the user’s
account is activated.
The last time that user logged in the
platform. This field can be accessed only
by the System Administrator.

Successful
HTTP
200 OK
response code
Failed HTTP response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 409 USER
code
EXISTS, 403 FORBIDDEN – LIMITED ACCESS
Table 78: REST API - View Users

HTTP Method
URI
Headers

URI Query Parameters

Response Body

GET
/5gsolutions/rest/users/
Header name
Header type

Description
A valid JWT token corresponding to the
Authorization
String
specific user who performs the action.
Parameter name
Parameter type Description
A Boolean value indicating whether to
exists
Boolean
return users who have access to the
defined use cases.
Value that defines in which living lab the
livingLab
String
users should belong to or not.
Value that defines in which use cases the
uc
String
users should belong to or not.
The value that defines the sorting value
orderBy
String
of the results.
The value that defines the direction of
orderDirection
String
the ordering.
A list of JSON objects. Each object contains the fields described in the response
body on Table 77.

Successful
HTTP
200 OK
response code
Failed HTTP response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 409 USER
code
EXISTS, 403 FORBIDDEN – LIMITED ACCESS
Table 79: REST API - Add Role

HTTP Method
URI
URI Parameters

Headers

© 5G Solutions, 2021

PUT
/5gsolutions/rest/users/addRole/{username}
Parameter name
Parameter type Description
In which user, the defined roles should
Username
String
be added
Header name
Header type
Description
A valid JWT token corresponding to the
Authorization
String
specific user who performs the action.
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A LIVINGLAB entity which defines the roles and UC accesses that should be
granted to the user.
Parameter name
Parameter type Description
status
String
The status of the response

Request Body
Response Body

Successful
HTTP
201 ROLE ADDED
response code
Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
Table 80: REST API - Remove Role

HTTP Method
URI

PUT
/5gsolutions/rest/users/removeRole/{username}
Parameter name
Parameter type Description
From which user, the defined roles
Username
String
should be removed
Header name
Header type
Description
A valid JWT token corresponding to the
Authorization
String
specific user who performs the action.
A LIVINGLAB entity which defines the roles and UC accesses that should be
removed from the user.
Parameter name
Parameter type Description
status
String
The status of the response

URI Parameters

Headers
Request Body
Response Body

Successful
HTTP
201 ROLE REMOVED
response code
Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
Table 81: REST API - Edit User’s Profile

HTTP Method
URI

PUT
/5gsolutions/rest/users/edit/{username}
URI Parameter name Parameter type Description

URI Parameters

Headers

Request Body

Response body
Successful
response code
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HTTP

Username

String

The username to be edited.

Header name

Header type

Authorization

String

Parameter name
name
surname
theme
email
lang
Parameter name

Parameter type
String
String
String
String
String
Parameter type

Description
A valid JWT token corresponding to
the specific user who performs the
action.
Description
The name of the user.
The surname of the user.
The theme name.
The email of the user.
locale
Description

status

String

The status of the response

200 USER IS EDITED SUCCESSFULLY.
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Failed HTTP response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 409 USER
code
EXISTS, 403 FORBIDDEN – LIMITED ACCESS
Table 82: REST API - Change Password

HTTP Method
URI

PUT
/5gsolutions/rest/users/edit/{username}
URI Parameter name Parameter type Description

URI Parameters

Headers

Request Body

Response body

Username

String

The username to be edited.

Header name

Header type

Authorization

String

Parameter name
old_password
new_password
Parameter name

Parameter type
String
String
Parameter type

Description
A valid JWT token corresponding to
the specific user who performs the
action.
Description
The password to be changed.
The new password
Description

status

String

The status of the response

Successful
HTTP
200 SUCCESSFUL PASSWORD MODIFICATION.
response code
Failed HTTP response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 409 USER
code
EXISTS, 403 FORBIDDEN – LIMITED ACCESS
Table 83: REST API - Lock User

HTTP Method

PUT

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/users/lock/{username}

URI Parameters

Headers
Request Body

Parameter type

Description

Username

String

The user that should be locked.

Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT token belonging to the
system administrator.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

status

String

The status of the response

N/A

Response Body
Successful
response code

Parameter name

HTTP

201 ACCOUNT IS LOCKED.

Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
Table 84: REST API - Unlock User

HTTP Method
URI
URI Parameters
© 5G Solutions, 2021

PUT
/5gsolutions/rest/users/unlock/{username}
Parameter name
Parameter type Description
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Headers
Request Body
Response Body

Username
Header name

String
Header type

Authorization

String

N/A
Parameter name
status

Parameter type
String

The user that should be unlocked.
Description
A valid JWT token belonging to the
system administrator.
Description
The status of the response

Successful
HTTP
201 ACCOUNT IS UNLOCKED.
response code
Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
Table 85: REST API - Set Password

HTTP Method

PUT

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/users/setPassword

Headers

N/A

Request Body

Response body
Successful
response code

HTTP

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

hash_key

String

A hash key needed for the account’s
activation. This hash key corresponds to
a specific account.

password

String

The password to be set.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

status

String

The status of the response

200 ACCOUNT ACTIVATED

Failed HTTP response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
– LIMITED ACCESS
Table 86: REST API - Reset Password

HTTP Method

PUT

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/users/resetPassword/{username}

URI Parameters

Headers

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

Username

String

The user that his password should be
reset.

Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT token belonging to the
system administrator.

Parameter type

Description

Request Body

N/A

Response Body

Parameter name

© 5G Solutions, 2021
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status
Successful
response code

HTTP

String

The status of the response

200 SUCCESFUL RESET OF THE PASSWORD OF THE GIVEN ACCOUNT.

Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
Table 87: REST API - Hash Key Validation

HTTP Method

GET

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/users/isHashKeyValid

URI Query Parameters
Request Body

Parameter type

Description

hash_key

String

The hash key, needed for the account
activation.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

is_valid

Boolean

A Boolean value indicating whether the
hash_key is valid or has expired.

N/A

Response Body
Successful
response code

Parameter name

HTTP

200 OK

Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
Table 88: REST API - Find user within use case

HTTP Method

GET

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/users/find/{username}

URI Parameters

Headers

URI Query Parameters

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

Username

String

Searching if the corresponding user
belongs to the defined living lab / use
case.

Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT token belonging to the
system administrator.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

livingLab

String

Check if the user exists in a specific
Living Lab

uc

String

Check if the user exists in a specific UC

Request Body

N/A

Response Body

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

found

Boolean

If user is found in the requested living

© 5G Solutions, 2021
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lab and or use case.
Successful
response code

HTTP

200 OK

Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
Table 89: REST API - Reset Password

HTTP Method

PUT

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/users/resetPassword/{username}

URI Parameters

Headers
Request Body

Parameter type

Description

Username

String

The user that his password should be
reset.

Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT token belonging to the
system administrator.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

status

String

The status of the response

N/A

Response Body
Successful
response code

Parameter name

HTTP

200 SUCCESFUL RESET OF THE PASSWORD OF THE GIVEN ACCOUNT.

Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
Table 90: REST API - Hash Key Validation

HTTP Method

GET

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/users/isHashKeyValid

URI Query Parameters
Request Body

Parameter type

Description

hash_key

String

The hash key, needed for the account
activation.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

is_valid

Boolean

A Boolean value indicating whether the
hash_key is valid or has expired.

N/A

Response Body
Successful
response code

Parameter name

HTTP

200 OK

Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
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Table 91: REST API - Find user within use case

HTTP Method

GET

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/users/find/{username}

URI Parameters

Headers

URI Query Parameters

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

Username

String

Searching if the corresponding user
belongs to the defined living lab / use
case.

Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT token belonging to the
system administrator.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

livingLab

String

Check if the user exists in a specific
Living Lab

uc

String

Check if the user exists in a specific UC

Request Body

N/A

Response Body

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

found

Boolean

If user is found in the requested living
lab and or use case.

Successful
response code

HTTP

200 OK

Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
Table 92: REST API - Dashboard

HTTP Method

GET

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/livinglab/{livingLabId}/usecase/{usecaseId}/dashboard

URI Parameters

URI Query Parameters

Headers
© 5G Solutions, 2021

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

livingLabId

String

The id of the living lab.

usecaseId

String

The use case id.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

testId

String

The id of a specific test

kpi

Array

A list of requested KPI’s.

grouByName

String

The name of the value the chart data
corresponds to.

groupByValues

Array

This array is used for filtering the
values belonging to the groupByName
parameter.

Header name

Header type

Description
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Authorization
Request Body

String

A valid JWT authorization token.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

charts

Array

This value contains an array of CHART
(See Annex Table 67) entities

Array

This value contains various statistic
(See Annex Table 61) metrics for all
each of the requested KPI’s.

N/A

Response Body
statistics
Successful
response code

HTTP

200 OK

Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
Table 93: REST API - Get Data

HTTP Method

GET

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/livinglab/{livingLabId}/usecase/{usecaseId}/data

URI Parameters

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

livingLabId

String

The id of the living lab.

usecaseId

String

The use case id.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

testId

String

The id of a specific test.

kpi

Array

A list of requested KPI’s.

page

Integer

The requested page of the paginated
results.

perPage

Integer

The number of rows returned with
each page.

orderBy

String

This value indicates how the data
should be sorted

orderDirection

String

This value indicates the direction of
the ordered data (ASC, DESC).

Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT authorization token.

URI Query Parameters

Headers
Request Body

N/A

Response Body

A JSON Array that contains paginated data based on the aforementioned filters.

Successful
response code

HTTP

200 OK

Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
© 5G Solutions, 2021
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Table 94: REST API - Export Data

HTTP Method

GET

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/livinglab/{livingLabId}/usecase/{usecaseId}/export

URI Parameters

URI Query Parameters

Headers

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

livingLabId

String

The id of the living lab.

usecaseId

String

The use case id.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

testId

String

The id of a specific test

kpi

Array

A list of requested KPI’s.

fileType

String

The type of the requested file. Possible
values are csv, xlsx, xls.

Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT authorization token

Request Body

N/A

Response Body

The requested file containing all the data which correspond to the applied filters.

Successful
response code
Failed
code

HTTP

HTTP
response

200 OK
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
Table 95: REST API – Upload File

HTTP Method
URI

Headers

URI Parameters

Request Body

Response body
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POST
/5gsolutions/rest/livinglab/{livingLabId}/usecase/{usecaseId}/testcase/
{testcaseId}/upload
Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT authorization token belonging
to a UC administrator.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

livingLabId

String

The id of the living lab.

usecaseId

String

The use case id.

testcaseId

String

The test case id.

Parameter Name

Parameter Type

Description

file

Multipart file

The csv file that it will be uploaded in the
KPI visualization system.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description
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status
Failed
code

HTTP

response

String

The status of the response

400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
Table 96: REST API - Test Cases

HTTP Method

GET

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/test-cases

URI Query Parameters

Headers

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

livingLabId

String

The id of the living lab.

usecaseId

String

The use case id.

status

String

Status of the test cases. Possible values
are RUNNING, COMPLETED.

dateStart

Date

The date that the search should begin
from.

dateTo

Date

The date that the search should end to.

Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT authorization token.

Request Body

N/A

Response Body

The response contains an array of TESTCASE (See Annex Table 60) entities. Each
entity includes the time frame of the test, the test id and the status of the test
case.

Successful
response code

HTTP

200 OK

Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
Table 97: REST API - Application Auditing

HTTP Method

GET

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/audit/users/{username}
Parameter name

URI Parameters

URI Query Parameters
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Parameter type

Description

username

String

This parameter defines for which user
the audit records should be retrieved.
If this value is not defined, then audit
records for all users are retrieved.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

dateStart

Date

The date that the search should begin
from.

dateTo

Date

The date that the search should end to.
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Headers

page

Integer

The requested page of the paginated
results.

perPage

Integer

The number of rows returned with
each page.

orderBy

String

The value that defines the sorting value
of the results.

orderDirection

String

The value that defines the direction of
the ordering.

Header name

Header type

Description

String

A valid JWT authorization token
belonging to the user who performs
the action.

Authorization

Request Body

N/A

Response Body

A list of AUDIT (See Annex Table 59) entities.

Successful
response code

HTTP

200 OK

Failed HTTP response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 409 USER
code
EXISTS, 403 FORBIDDEN – LIMITED ACCESS
Table 98: REST API - Set a Threshold

HTTP Method
URI

URI Parameters

Headers

Request Body

POST
/5gsolutions/rest/kpiManagement/{livingLabId}/usecase/{usecaseId}/testcase/
{testcaseId}/{kpi}
Parameter Name

Parameter Type

Description

livingLabId

String

The id of the living lab.

usecaseId

String

The use case id.

kpi

String

The name of the KPI the threshold
corresponds to.

Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT token belonging to the
administrator.

Parameter Name

Parameter Type

Description

threshold

object

The threshold of the defined KPI.

unit

String

The unit of the defined threshold

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

status

String

The status of the response

Response body
Failed HTTP response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
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code
Table 99: REST API - Get Thresholds

HTTP Method

GET

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/kpiManagement/{livingLabId}/usecase/{usecaseId}

URI Parameters

Headers

Parameter Name

Parameter Type

Description

livingLabId

String

The id of the living lab.

usecaseId

String

The use case id.

Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT token belonging to
UC administrator.

Request Body

N/A

Response body

The response contains an array of THRESHOLD (see Table 70) entities. Each
entity consists of a name, threshold and unit fields.

Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
Table 100: REST API - Start / Stop test case monitoring

HTTP Method
URI

URI Parameters

Headers

POST
/5gsolutions/rest/livinglab/{livingLabId}/usecase/{useCaseId}/testcase/
{testCaseId}/notification
Parameter Name

Parameter
Type

Description

livingLabId

String

The id of the living lab.

useCaseId

String

The use case id.

testCaseId

String

The test case id.

Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT token belonging to
UC administrator.

Header name

Header type

Description

ll_id

String

The living lab ID. Possible
values are “LL1”, “LL2”, “LL3”,
“LL4”, “LL5”.

uc_id

String

The use case ID. Possible
values are “UC1”, “UC2”,
“UC3”, “UC4”, “UC5”, “UC6”.

test_case_id

String

The test case ID. Possible
values are “TC1”, “TC2”, “TC3”.

Request Body
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timestamp

Date

The date time of the event

status

String

The action types. Possible
values are “start” and “stop”.

imsis (optional)

Array[String]

The list of IMSIs participating in
the test case.

ips (optional)

Array[String]

The list of IPs participating in
the test case.

max_recording_period_minutes

Integer

How many minutes the test
case should run

test_run_name (optional)

String

The name if the test case

test_run_comments (optional)

String

Comments concerning
corresponding test case.

network_kpis_endpoint(optional) String
Response body

the

The IP from where the network
KPIs of a test case, are
collected.

HTTP 200

Failed HTTP response
400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
code
Table 101: REST API - Check if test case is running

HTTP Method

POST

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/livinglab/{livingLabId}/usecase/{useCaseId}/isRunning

URI Parameters

Headers

Request Body

Response body

Parameter Name

Parameter Type

Description

livingLabId

String

The id of the living lab.

useCaseId

String

The use case id.

Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT token belonging to UC
administrator.

Header name

Header type

Description

ll_id

String

The living lab ID. Possible values are “LL1”,
“LL2”, “LL3”, “LL4”, “LL5”.

uc_id

String

The use case ID. Possible values are “UC1”,
“UC2”, “UC3”, “UC4”, “UC5”, “UC6”.

test_case_id

String

The test case ID. Possible values are “TC1”,
“TC2”, “TC3”.

True/False

Failed HTTP response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 403 FORBIDDEN
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code
Table 102: REST API - Add user equipment

HTTP Method

POST

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/userequipment

Headers

Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT token corresponding to the
specific user.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

name

String

The name of the user equipment list.

ll_id

String

The living lab ID. Possible values are
“LL1”, “LL2”, “LL3”, “LL4”, “LL5”.

uc_id

String

The use case ID. Possible values are
“UC1”, “UC2”, “UC3”, “UC4”, “UC5”,
“UC6”.

tc_id

String

The test case ID. Possible values are
“TC1”, “TC2”, “TC3”.

imsis (optional)

Array[String]

The list of IMSIs participating in the test
case.

ips (optional)

Array[String]

The list of IPs participating in the test
case.

Request Body

Response body
Successful
response code

N/A
HTTP

200 CREATED

Failed HTTP response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 409 USER
code
EXISTS, 403 FORBIDDEN – LIMITED ACCESS
Table 103: REST API - Get user equipment of test case (paginated)

HTTP Method
URI

Headers

URI Parameters

© 5G Solutions, 2021

GET
/5gsolutions/rest/userequipment/livinglab/{livinglab}/usecase/{usecase}/
testcase/{testcase}
Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT token corresponding to the
specific user who performs the action.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

livinglab

String

The living lab ID. Possible values are “LL1”,
“LL2”, “LL3”, “LL4”, “LL5”.

usecase

String

The use case ID. Possible values are “UC1”,
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“UC2”, “UC3”, “UC4”, “UC5”, “UC6”.

URI Query Parameters

Successful
response code
HTTP

String

The test case ID. Possible values are “TC1”,
“TC2”, “TC3”.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

page

Integer

The requested page of the paginated
results.

perPage

Integer

The number of rows returned with each
page.

orderBy

String

This value indicates how the data should be
sorted

orderDirection

String

This value indicates the direction of the
ordered data (ASC, DESC).

A list of JSON objects. Each object contains the fields described in the response
body on Table 71: USER EQUIPMENT Entity

Response Body

Failed
code

testcase

HTTP

200 OK

response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 409 USER EXISTS,
403 FORBIDDEN – LIMITED ACCESS
Table 104: REST API - Get all user equipment of test case

HTTP Method

GET
/5gsolutions/rest/userequipment/livinglab/{livinglab}/usecase/{usecase}/

URI

testcase/{testcase}/all

Headers

URI Parameters

Successful
response code
HTTP

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT token corresponding to the
specific user who performs the action.

Parameter name

Parameter type Description

livinglab

String

The living lab ID. Possible values are “LL1”,
“LL2”, “LL3”, “LL4”, “LL5”.

usecase

String

The use case ID. Possible values are “UC1”,
“UC2”, “UC3”, “UC4”, “UC5”, “UC6”.

testcase

String

The test case ID. Possible values are “TC1”,
“TC2”, “TC3”.

A list of JSON objects. Each object contains the fields described in the response
body on Table 71: USER EQUIPMENT Entity

Response Body

Failed
code

Header name

HTTP

200 OK

response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 409 USER EXISTS,
403 FORBIDDEN – LIMITED ACCESS
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Table 105: REST API - Replace user equipment

HTTP Method

PUT

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/userequipment

Headers

Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT token corresponding to the
specific user.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

name

String

The name of the user equipment list.

ll_id

String

The living lab ID. Possible values are
“LL1”, “LL2”, “LL3”, “LL4”, “LL5”.

uc_id

String

The use case ID. Possible values are
“UC1”, “UC2”, “UC3”, “UC4”, “UC5”,
“UC6”.

tc_id

String

The test case ID. Possible values are
“TC1”, “TC2”, “TC3”.

imsis (optional)

Array[String]

The list of IMSIs participating in the test
case.

ips (optional)

Array[String]

The list of IPs participating in the test
case.

Request Body

Response body
Successful
response code

N/A
HTTP

200 CREATED

Failed HTTP response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 409 USER
code
EXISTS, 403 FORBIDDEN – LIMITED ACCESS
Table 106: REST API - Delete user equipment

HTTP Method

PUT

URI

/5gsolutions/rest/userequipment

Headers

Request Body

© 5G Solutions, 2021

Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT token corresponding to the
specific user.

Parameter name

Parameter type

Description

name

String

The name of the user equipment list.

ll_id

String

The living lab ID. Possible values are
“LL1”, “LL2”, “LL3”, “LL4”, “LL5”.

uc_id

String

The use case ID. Possible values are
“UC1”, “UC2”, “UC3”, “UC4”, “UC5”,
“UC6”.
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tc_id
Response body
Successful
response code

String

The test case ID. Possible values are
“TC1”, “TC2”, “TC3”.

N/A
HTTP

200 DELETED

Failed HTTP response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 409 USER
code
EXISTS, 403 FORBIDDEN – LIMITED ACCESS

Table 107: REST API - KPI-VS Correlation Endpoint. A middleware endpoint between KPI-VS portal and the endpoint
described in Table 11 and Table 12

HTTP Method
URI

Headers

URI Parameters

GET
/5gsolutions/rest/livinglab/{livinglab}/usecase/{usecase}/testcase/
{testcase}/ml/correlate
Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT token corresponding to the
specific user who performs the action.

Parameter name

Parameter type Description

livinglab

String

The living lab ID. Possible values are “LL1”,
“LL2”, “LL3”, “LL4”, “LL5”.

usecase

String

The use case ID. Possible values are “UC1”,
“UC2”, “UC3”, “UC4”, “UC5”, “UC6”.

testcase

String

The test case ID. Possible values are “TC1”,
“TC2”, “TC3”.

Parameter name

Parameter type Description

measurement

String

A list of KPIs that should be correlated.
Correlation algorithm to be used. Available
values are:

method

String

pearson: Pearson’s Correlation
kendall: Kendall’s Correlation

URI Query params

spearman: Spearman’s Correlation

Response Body
Successful
© 5G Solutions, 2021

remove_outliers

String

Whether to apply outlier removal, default
“none”. Available outlier removal methods
are “zscore” and “mad”.

test_id

String

The test id from which the collected data
are used for the correlation.

The response is a json from which a heat map table can be constructed.
HTTP 200 OK
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response code
Failed
code

HTTP

response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 409 USER EXISTS,
403 FORBIDDEN – LIMITED ACCESS, 502 Bad Gateway

Table 108: REST API - KPI-VS Forecast Endpoint. A middleware endpoint between KPI-VS portal and the endpoint
described in Table 19 and Table 20

HTTP Method

GET
/5gsolutions/rest/livinglab/{livinglab}/usecase/{usecase}/testcase/

URI

{testcase}/ml/forecast

Headers

Header name

Header type

Description

Authorization

String

A valid JWT token corresponding to the
specific user who performs the action.

Parameter name

Parameter
type

Description

livinglab

String

The living lab ID. Possible values are “LL1”,
“LL2”, “LL3”, “LL4”, “LL5”.

usecase

String

The use case ID. Possible values are “UC1”,
“UC2”, “UC3”, “UC4”, “UC5”, “UC6”.

testcase

String

The test case ID. Possible values are “TC1”,
“TC2”, “TC3”.

Parameter name

Parameter
type

Description

measurement

String

The KPI for which the forecast is performed.

numOfValues

Integer

How many consecutives values the ml forecast
component will predict.

remove_outliers

String

Whether to apply outlier removal, default
“none”. Available outlier removal methods are
“zscore” and “mad”.

test_id

String

The test id from which the collected data are
used for the forecast functionality.

URI Parameters

URI Query params

Response Body

The response is a json from which a heat map table can be constructed.

Successful
response code
Failed
code

HTTP

HTTP

200 OK

response 400 BAD REQUEST, 500 INTERNAL ERROR, 401 UNAUTHORIZED, 409 USER EXISTS,
403 FORBIDDEN – LIMITED ACCESS, 502 Bad Gateway
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Annex III: CDSO sample JSON

Figure 57: CDSO Sample Request JSON
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Annex IV: Terraform Script to Deploy Kubernetes Nodes
# predefined openstack external facing network
resource "openstack_networking_floatingip_v2" "external-net" {
pool = "ext-net"
}
# Create 5GSol Master Node VM
resource "openstack_compute_instance_v2" "VGSol-Master" {
name = "5GSol-Master"
image_name = "Ubuntu-18.04.4"
flavor_name = "cognet.large"
key_pair = var.openstack_keypair
security_groups = ["5GSol-SG"]
network {
name = var.tenant_network
}
}
# Upload files to the master node
resource null_resource "upload-file" {
triggers = {
instance_id = openstack_compute_instance_v2.VGSol-Master.id
# floating_ip = openstack_networking_floatingip_v2.external-net.address
}
connection {
type
= "ssh"
user
= "ubuntu"
private_key = file("~/.ssh/5GSol.tssg.org.key")
host
= openstack_networking_floatingip_v2.external-net.address
agent
= false
}
provisioner "file" {
source = "~/.ssh/5GSol.tssg.org.key"
destination = "/home/ubuntu/.ssh/5GSol.tssg.org.key"
}
provisioner "file" {
source = "~/5GSolutions/docker-setup.sh"
destination = "~/docker-setup.sh"
}
provisioner "file" {
source = "~/5GSolutions/kb8-setup.sh"
destination = "~/kb8-setup.sh"
}
provisioner "remote-exec" {
inline = [
"mkdir /home/ubuntu/5GSolutions",
"mv /home/ubuntu/docker-setup.sh /home/ubuntu/5GSolutions/docker-setup.sh",
"mv /home/ubuntu/kb8-setup.sh /home/ubuntu/5GSolutions/kb8-setup.sh",
"chmod 600 ~/.ssh/5GSol.tssg.org.key",
"chmod u+x /home/ubuntu/5GSolutions/*.sh", ]
}
}
# Assign public IP to the Master Node
resource "openstack_compute_floatingip_associate_v2" "external-net" {
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floating_ip = openstack_networking_floatingip_v2.external-net.address
instance_id = openstack_compute_instance_v2.VGSol-Master.id
wait_until_associated = true
}
# Create the Slave Node VMs (defined by count)
resource "openstack_compute_instance_v2" "VGSol_SlaveNode" {
count = 3
name = "5GSol-SlaveNode-${count.index}"
image_name = "Ubuntu-18.04.4"
flavor_name = "m1.medium"
key_pair = var.openstack_keypair
security_groups = ["5GSol-SG", "kb8-local"]
network {
name = var.tenant_network
}
}
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Annex V: KPI Visualisation System Screenshots

Figure 58: Create user - Main Info

Figure 59: Create user - LL1 access rights
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Figure 60: Create user - LL2 access rights

Figure 61: Create user - LL3 access rights
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Figure 62: Create user - LL4 access rights

Figure 63: Edit user details
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Figure 64: Set Password / Activate Account
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